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Abstract 
Tutta Rolf’s career. Rolf was one of the greatest stars in 1930s Swedish cinema. She was also a 
popular stage actress, vaudeville performer and recording artist. Despite her prominence she has been 
largely neglected in scholarly work. This thesis aim to bring new knowledge about this under-
researched star by conducting basic research. I situate her within the field of star studies by deploying 
Richard Dyer’s influential theory to abstract a method on how to look at the praxis of Tutta Rolf’s 
stardom. Thus, I deploy her films, newspapers, Filmjournalen and archival material to tell the story of 
her early career. My basic assumption, i.e. hypothesis is that there existed a Swedish star system in the 
1930s. Earlier there has been a lack of research regarding a potential Swedish star system. Hence, this 
is an inductive study that will try to bring forward new knowledge about Tutta Rolf, Swedish stardom 
and its star system that may be used for future research. 
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1. Introduction 
“Hela Sveriges Tutta Rolf”  was a nickname bestowed upon Swedish-Norwegian actress Tutta 1

Rolf, who during her short but intense career became one of the biggest stars in Swedish 

cinema during the 1930s. She debuted at a Norwegian theater, but became a successful star on 

the Swedish vaudeville stage after being “discovered” by her future husband, Ernst Rolf.  2

Following her cinematic feature film debut in Love and Deficit (Kärlek och Kassabrist, 

Gustaf Molander, 1932) and starring role in We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance (Vi som går 

köksvägen, Gustaf Molander, 1932), she became one of the most famous actresses in Sweden. 

She would end up of making 14 films in Sweden during her seven year cinematic career. In 

1935, she travelled to Hollywood to make Dressed to Thrill (Harry Lachman, 1935) for Fox 

Film Corporation, but the film’s failure made her return back to Sweden again. She was also a 

popular theater actress and gramophone artist. Thus, she was at the epicenter of Swedish 

entertainment life in the 1930s, where she collaborated with some of the most famous 

entertainers of the decade. Despite Tutta Rolf’s great fame in the 1930s, she is rarely spoken 

of today. There have not been any extensive discussions about Rolf and her career in either an 

academic context or in any non-scholarly work. 

 Since the 1910s, movie stars have been one of the main drawing powers within the 

cinema industry. They are performers who have managed to attain stardom and popularity 

through their perceived talent and charisma. Although they are real people, the image of a star 

is what is being exposed to the audience for consumption. Therefore, the image has to be 

constructed through different media texts that were controlled by Hollywood’s star system in 

the US film industries, where they constructed and exploited the images of stars for 

commercial purposes. The star systems in other countries varied in organization and extent, 

but primarily had Hollywood as their model.  

 As a star of 1930s Swedish cinema, Tutta Rolf is situated within two fields where there 

exist sizeable research gaps within cinema studies: Swedish star studies and 1930s Swedish 

cinema. Star studies rose to prominence following Richard Dyer’s seminal work Stars (1979), 

where he theorized the star phenomenon and developed a methodological approach on how to 

 “The Whole of Sweden’s Tutta Rolf”1

 “Discovery” is a problematic word in this context, since it connotes that Tutta Rolf did not have an agency in her own 2

discovery, but since this was the word used to describe her breakthrough I will deploy it as well.
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analyze the images of stars through their films and non-filmic material.  Since the release of 3

Stars, star studies have flourished as a relevant field within cinema studies. Earlier, the field 

had been largely Hollywood-centric. Only in the last decade has there been an increase in 

research on European stars and stardom, which has fostered interesting and insightful 

analyses. However, research on Swedish stars and stardom has been infrequent. Regarding 

1930s Swedish cinema, there has been adequate research, but perhaps because of the bad 

reputation of this era in Swedish cinema there still exist research gaps within the field. In my 

thesis, I will therefore situate my research object, Tutta Rolf, within a general field of star 

studies by using 1930s Swedish cinema culture as a contextual tool. 

 I will deploy basic research in my thesis to shed light upon an under-researched star in 

Swedish cinema history. In doing so, by investigating Swedish stardom and its potential star 

system, I also aim to expand to the field by contributing with new research and knowledge. 

With my thesis on Tutta Rolf, I hope to contribute new knowledge about her and Swedish 

stardom during the 1930s. To be able to reach my aims I am going to analyze the star image 

of Rolf through her films and with the help of non-filmic material. To examine Tutta Rolf, 

these are the research questions I have to answer: How was the star image of her constructed? 

What did it signify? For future research, my hope is that I will be able to point towards 

whether or not a Swedish star system existed during this period of time, and how Swedish 

stardom can be compared to the notions of Hollywood stardom versus European Stardom. My 

basic assumption i.e. my initial hypothesis is that a certain star system should have existed 

even in Sweden. In order to support this hypothesis I have conducted a study on the career 

and life of Tutta Rolf. My construction of her star image is based on an investigation of source 

material from different (written) origins and even other media. By deploying Richard Dyer’s 

theory on film stars, I have made an attempt to abstract a method that should function as a 

means to look at the praxis of Tutta Rolf’s stardom. In other words, by choosing a number of 

notions – such as extraordinary/ordinary – used by Dyer, and organizing the chosen source 

material according to them, I hope to identify my story on Tutta Rolf as a story of a Star. 

However, as I shall tell the story on her, it may appear clear that this is of too small a scope to 

fully reach a final conclusion whether a Swedish star system existed or not. As there exists 

little research on the subject, such as the dissertation by Kjell Jerselius on the star image of 

 Richard Dyer, Stars, 2nd Edition (London: BFI Publishing, 1998)3
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Edvard Persson, I do not have any earlier research to compare with. However, as I will 

conduct inductive research, I hope to be able to contribute to a conclusion that may develop a 

potential hypothesis for future research.  

 I have decided to demarcate the time frame of my research object. Instead of covering 

the entire career of Tutta Rolf, I will specifically look at her career up to the point when she 

went to Hollywood in 1935. During her formative cinematic years from 1932 to 1935, Tutta 

Rolf was arguably at the peak of her career. By demarcating my time frame, it will therefore 

help me to provide a more concentrated analysis on how her star image was built during the 

inaugural years of her stardom. Important to note is that I will use the name Tutta Rolf during 

my whole thesis, unless I am quoting an article. During her career she has been called several 

names: Solveig Berntzen, Tutta Berntzen, Tutta Rolf-Berntzen etc., but as she was, and still is, 

mostly known as Tutta Rolf, it will be used for easier understanding. Regarding translation, I 

have decided to use Swedish terms or sentences when I feel it is necessary to understand the 

correct meaning of the words, but I will offer English translations in the footnotes. 

Furthermore, I am going to deploy the English translations to film titles as provided by Svensk 

Filmografi 3: 1930-1939 when discussing specific films.  It is also from this book that I have 4

derived the information regarding these films. Regarding the plays and vaudeville 

performance that Tutta Rolf starred in, I have deployed the English title if one exists, but 

otherwise I have translated the Swedish title directly to English.  

 My thesis will be structured into various chapters. First, I will conduct a literary 

review where I will discuss the field of studies within which I will position my thesis. Second, 

I am going to offer a theoretical and historical framework on stardom, Swedish 1930s cinema 

and Swedish stardom. Then I will showcase the material I have gathered thorough my 

research on Tutta Rolf. This will be divided into “Background, origin and personal life”, 

where I will provide basic biographic data on her; “The Stage”, where I will discuss her work 

at the stage from 1925-1934; “The Screen”, where I will discuss her work in cinema from 

1932-1935; “Additional material”, where I will showcase non-filmic texts and provide an 

analysis of the image of Rolf have divided her image into various components that I have 

thought to be crucial in analyzing her image; and then “Hollywood” where I will look at how 

Swedish newspapers and magazines depicted her career in Hollywood. Following this, there 

 Torsten Jungstedt (ed.),  Svensk Filmografi 3: 1930-1939 (Stockholm: Svenska Filminstitutet, 1979), 40-42.4
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will be a conclusion where I will discuss my findings and hopefully be able to answer my 

research questions. 
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2. Literary Review 

2.1. Star Studies 
In my thesis, I will situate Tutta Rolf within the field of star studies. It was not until the 

1970s, following the release of Richard Dyer’s Stars, that star studies emerged as a legitimate 

field of study within cinema studies. Stars is a seminal work that launched and popularized 

studies concerning stars and stardom as a legitimate field of study. Dyer would later expand 

his studies on stars in Heavenly Bodies (1986) , a book where he conducts detailed analyses 5

on three film stars,  focusing on how their images were constructed and examines the context 

where the construction took place of these images. Since his writings, star studies have 

expanded even more, and through the possibilities of interdisciplinary approaches the field 

has developed fruitful discussions about stardom. Star studies as an interdisciplinary field is 

evident in anthologies such as Stardom: Industry of Desire (1991) , edited by Christine 6

Gledhill, which combines star studies with other fields such as film history, sociology, 

reception studies, psychoanalysis, etc. Media scholar John Ellis investigated in Visible 

Fictions: cinema, television, video (1982)  stars as a main characteristic of the medium of 7

cinema and discussed how stars can films through their image. Another influential scholar 

within star studies is feminist film theorist Jackie Stacey, who in Star gazing: Hollywood 

cinema and female spectatorship (1993)  investigated female spectatorship in watching 8

Hollywood actresses in the 1940s and 1950s. The aforementioned works within star studies 

have often analyzed stars semiotically, i.e. as signs in media texts, and in terms of audience 

reception, i.e. how audiences have responded and identified with stars. It seems as if the focus 

has been on theory, while the production and economics of stars have been under-prioritized. 

However, during the last two decades, works regarding the production of stars have flourished 

with Paul McDonald’s The Star System: Hollywood’s Production of Popular Identities (2000)  9

and Jeanine Basinger’s The Star Machine (2007) , which both examine Hollywood star 10

system and how the production companies in Hollywood constructed and utilized their stars. 

 Richard Dyer, Heavenly bodies: film stars and society (London: Macmillan, 1987)5

 Christine Gledhill (ed.), Stardom: Industry of Desire (London: Routledge, 1991)6

 John Ellis, Visible Fictions: cinema, television, video, Rev. ed. (London: Routledge, 1992), 91-108.7

 Jackie Stacey, Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship (London: Routledge, 1994)8

 Paul McDonald, The Star System: Hollywood’s Production of Popular Identities (London: Wallflower, 2000)9

 Jeanine Basinger, The Star Machine (New York: A. A. Knopf, 2007) 10
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However, as Richard Dyer was, and still is, an authority within the field, I will in my thesis 

deploy his theoretical framework and keywords as provided in his book Stars. As my thesis 

will rely on basic research, my basic goal is to present the “story” of “Tutta Rolf”, i.e. the 

story of a Swedish film star by name Tutta Rolf and her work.  

2.2. European Star Studies 
In the beginning of cinema studies, star studies mostly focused on Hollywood stardom, as 

mentioned above. Hence, there has existed a research gap concerning European stardom. 

However, in the last couple of decades even this has expanded to include adequate research 

concerning European stardom. Most prominently, there have been important investigations 

into French stars and stardom. Stars and Stardom in French Cinema (2000)  by Ginette 11

Vincendeau analyzed a wide range of French stars from different decades. Her work was 

followed by, among others, The French Screen Goddess: film stardom and the modern woman 

in 1930s France (2015)  by Jonathan Driskell, which together with Searching for Stars: 12

stardom and screen acting in British cinema (2000)  by Geoffrey Macnab and Hitler’s 13

Heroines: stardom and womanhood in Nazi cinema (2003)  by Antje Ascheid - covering 14

British and German stardom respectively - will be deployed in my framework to get a better 

understanding of the contrast between Hollywood and European stardom during the 1930s. 

Additionally, the anthology Stellar Encounters: stardom in popular European cinema 

(2009) , edited by Tytti Soila, contains several insightful analyses on different kinds of 15

European stardom. In spite of the growth of research regarding European stardom, one might 

say that studies on Swedish stars are still an under-researched field. 

 The doctoral dissertation Hotade reservat: spelfilmerna med Edvard Persson (1987)  16

by Kjell Jerselius analyzed the star image of the inarguably most popular star in Sweden 

during the 1930s and 1940s, Edvard Persson. Although being a valuable entry into research on 

Swedish star studies, his dissertation was devoid of theory, and was instead conducted 

through basic research on Persson. Since then, Swedish star studies have been infrequent. The 

 Ginette Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom in French Cinema (London: Continuum, 2000)11

 Jonathan Driskell, The French screen goddess: film stardom and the modern woman in 1930s France (London: I.B. Tauris, 12

2015) 
 Geoffrey MacNab, Searching for Stars: stardom and screen acting in British cinema (London: Cassell, 2000)13

 Antje Ascheid, Hitler’s heroines: stardom and womanhood in Nazi cinema (Philadelphia: Temple Univ. Press, 2003)14

 Tytti Soila (ed.), Stellar encounters: stardom in popular European cinema (Eastleigh: John Libbey, 2009)15

 Kjell Jerselius, Hotade reservat: spelfilmerna med Edvard Persson (Uppsala: Filmförlaget, 1987)16
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phenomena of stardom and the surrounding discourse in 1920s Swedish cinema have been 

discussed by the renowned scholar Jan Olsson in “National soul/Cosmopolitan skin: Swedish 

cinema at crossroads” , and also Bo Halvarsson in “Anteckningar kring det filmiska 17

stjärnsystemets uppkomst” . One might however say that Swedish scholars have situated film 18

directors as stars, most noteworthy being Maaret Koskinen’s article “From erotic icon to clan 

chief: the auteur as star”  on the star persona of Ingmar Bergman and Mariah Larsson’s 19

doctoral dissertation on Mai Zetterling, Skenet som bedrog : Mai Zetterling och det svenska 

60-talet (2006) . Although Zetterling was also a movie star, Larsson’s dissertation mostly 20

emphasizes her career as a director. However, Per Vesterlund did, in his article “Kampen om 

publiken och prestigen: arbetarrörelsens behov av egna stjärnor” , analyze Swedish stardom 21

through the popular actor Sigurd Wallén in relation to the Swedish labour movement. 

Regarding the production and economics of stars and how studios managed them, Tytti Soila 

has written a valuable article “Thalias Magra Bröd” , where she investigates contracts from 22

different studios over a span of decades, but most importantly for my thesis including the 

1930s. 

2.3. 1930s Swedish Cinema 
The 1930s Swedish cinema, due to its earlier reputation as lowbrow culture in regard to 

quality, has been considered a no-go area. The historiography provided by Peter Cowie in 

Sweden 2 (1970) is a perfect example of the reputation of this period when he states: “The 

Swedish cinema did not die, but was critically ill…” He contributed the decline in quality of 

Swedish production during this decade to its mediocre comedies and operettas.  Also, Leif 23

Furhammar follows this thought in his historiography over Swedish cinema history, Filmen I 

Sverige: en historia I tio kapitel och en fortsättning (1991), by titling the chapter on 1930s 

 Jan Olsson, “National soul/Cosmopolitan skin: Swedish cinema at crossroads” in Silent film and the politics of space, 17

edited by Jennifer M. Bean, Anupama Kapse, and Laura Horak (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014), 245-269.
 Bo Halvarson, “Anteckningar kring det filmiska stjärnsystemets uppkomst” in I offentlighetens ljus: Stumfilmens affischer, 18

kritiker, stjärnor och musik, edited by Jan Olsson (Stockholm: Symposium, 1990), 275-299.
 Maaret Koskinen, “From erotic icon to clan chief: the auteur as star” in Stellar encounters: stardom in popular European 19

cinema, edited by Tytti Soila (Eastleigh: John Libbey, 2009), 81-89.
 Mariah Larsson, Skenet som bedrog: Mai Zetterling och det svenska sextiotalet (Lund: Sekel, 2006)20

 Per Vesterlund, “Kampen om publiken och prestigen: arbetarrörelsens behov av egna stjärnor” in Arbetarhistoria, 2001:2–21

3, 32-37.
 Tytti Soila, “Thalias Magra bröd” in Dialoger, edited by Tytti Soila (Stockholm: Aura förl., 1997) 152-172.22

 Peter Cowie, Sweden. 2, (London: A. Zwemmer, 1970), 14.23
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cinema as “The condemned 1930s”.  However, Furhammar even emphasizes the economic 24

importance of 1930s and its contribution to the survival of Swedish cinema production. Thus, 

1930s Swedish cinema has been perceived as a commercial and non-artistic entity in the 

Swedish film canon.  

 Since the 1990s, there has been an outgrowth of research that has attempted to re-

evaluate this cinematic decade. In Folkhemmets bilder: modernisering, motstånd och 

mentalitet i den svenska 30-talsfilmen (1995) , Per Olov Qvist investigates the cinema 25

industry and its films during this decade, and how they reflected and reproduced ideals in the 

Swedish society during the era. Another interesting work on 1930s Swedish cinema is 

Kvinnors ansikte: stereotyper och kvinnlig identitet i trettiotalets svenska filmmelodram 

(1991)  by Tytti Soila, which analyzes the representation of female characters in Swedish 26

melodramas during the 1930s, and how some of the films oppose the discourse on the 

patriarchal structure in the society through their female characterizations. Furthermore, there 

has been research by historians that have deployed the theoretical framework developed by 

Richard Dyer in relation to 1930s Swedish cinema, such as Hembiträdet och spelfilmen: 

stjärnor i det svenska folkhemmets 1930- och 40-tal (2017)  by Ulrika Holgersson and Vill ni 27

se en stjärna?: kön, kropp och kläder i Filmjournalen 1919-1953 (2006)  by Eva Blomberg. 28

The former examines how “hembiträdesfrågan”  was thematized and portrayed by the 29

housemaid character in the films from 1930s and the 1940s, and the latter analyzes how the 

fan magazine Filmjournalen portrayed and constructed the images of stars in their reporting 

about them. Regarding the issues on actors as stars, very little has been done.  Holgersson did 

in her book give a brief outline of the star image of Rolf and analyses of her housemaid 

characters. However, it is my ambition to expand on this matter and present Tutta Rolf as a 

Swedish film star “par excellence” in her own right. 

 Leif Furhammar, Filmen i Sverige en historia i tio kapitel och en fortsättning, 3rd edition (Stockholm: Dialogos, 2003), 24

123-167.
 Per Olov Qvist, Folkhemmets bilder: modernisering, motstånd och mentalitet i den svenska 30-talsfilmen (Lund: Arkiv, 25

1995)
 Tytti Soila, Kvinnors ansikte: stereotyper och kvinnlig identitet i trettiotalets svenska filmmelodram (Stockholm: Dept. of 26

Theatre and Cinema Arts, 1991)
 Ulrika Holgersson, Hembiträdet och spelfilmen: stjärnor i det svenska folkhemmets 1930- och 40-tal (Göteborg: Makadam, 27

2017)
 Eva Blomberg, Vill ni se en stjärna?: kön, kropp och kläder i Filmjournalen 1919-1953 (Lund: Nordic Academic Press, 28

2006)
 “Hembiträdesfrågan” was a debate in Swedish society during the 1930s regarding the declining rate of house maids. See 29

Holgersson, 52-60.
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3. Stardom: A Theoretical and 
Historical Framework 

3.1. Stardom 
Richard Dyer states in Heavenly Bodies that images of movie stars are always extensive, 

multi-medial and intertextual.  The images of stars are created through their images being in 30

circulation in promotion, publicity, films and criticism/commentaries about them.  Similarly, 31

John Ellis defines a star as a performer in a particular medium, for example cinema, who 

enters into subsidiary forms of circulation. While tradition of “stars” do goes further back in 

time in the histories of theater and opera, it was through the emergence of movie stars that the 

paradox of stars being both ordinary and extraordinary at the same time came into fruition 

through their circulation in aforementioned subsidiary forms.  Stars can be imitated and 32

desired, yet they, and their lifestyles, are unattainable for the larger public. Dyer argues that 

the image of a star is never a sum total, but instead an image is of a complex totality which 

has a chronological dimension. Hence, the image of a star does not have a single meaning, but 

multiple meanings that could develop or transform over a period of time. The multiple 

elements of a star image can reinforce each other, but also contradict each other. For the latter, 

Dyer states that: “…the star image is characterized by attempts to negotiate, reconcile or mask 

the difference between the elements, or else simply hold them in tension.”  33

 Dyer further states that all images have to be created, hence stars and their images are 

produced by the media industries.  As stated, Hollywood stardom has its roots in the studio 34

system and its elaborate star system where the film studios controlled every aspect of the 

promotion, creation and image of a star.  Pointed out as the main designer of the system was 35

Universal Film studios producer Carl Laemmle when he in 1910 fabricated a news story 

exclaiming that popular actress Florence Lawrence, earlier nicknamed “The Biograph Girl”, 

had died, which turned out to be untrue. Before this event, actors and actresses in movies 

were only known through nicknames coined by the audience, but through the publicity 

 Dyer, Heavenly bodies: film stars and society, 3.30

 Dyer, Stars, 62-63.31

 Ellis, 91.32

 Dyer, Stars, 39-64.33

 Dyer, Heavenly bodies: film stars and society, 3.34

 Thomas Harris, “The Buildings of Popular Images: Grace Kelly and Marilyn Monroe” in Stardom: Industry of Desire, 35

edited by Christine Gledhill (London: Routledge, 1991) 40.
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surrounding Lawrence her name became widely known to the the public for the first time. 

Hence, it has been said that this was the beginning of the movie star and the star system.  36

Stars were important commodities for the studios since they regarded them to be a vital 

element in the economics and marketing of their films. An important part of this has been the 

notion of “star vehicles”. Films were often built around the images of certain stars, which 

meant that films were either written or altered to give opportunities for stars to do his or her 

“thing”.  As described by Jeanne Basinger, the studios planned ahead on how they could 37

typecast any newcomer on their studio lot. Although the studios had control over most parts of 

the images of their stars, there was one factor they could not foresee, namely the human 

factor. Stars were real-life persons who themselves complained about their amount of work 

and what roles they were offered.  This tension between star-as-person and star-as-image, 38

Dyer argues, is evident through the publicity of stars.  39

 Regarding the conditions for stardom to exist, Richard Dyer has drawn upon earlier 

work by Francesco Alberoni and Barry King to explain conditions for this phenomena to 

emerge. Some important conditions for stardom to emerge were a large-scale society, 

economic development, social mobility, and organization of the motion picture industry 

around commodity production and the progressive centralization of control over production.  40

If lacking these conditions, cinematic stardom will not be able to exist in a society.  

3.2. European Stardom 
According to Jonathan Driskell, the star system in Hollywood has often been considered a 

“fully-developed” star system. The notion of “fully-developed” is problematic since it 

portrays the star system of Hollywood as an ideal of how it should be.  Nevertheless, an 41

identical star system to the one in Hollywood cannot be found in Europe.  European stardom 42

has often been compared and contrasted to the stardom and star system in Hollywood. 

Driskell argues that one of the reasons for the lack of a star system similar to Hollywood is 

the irregularity of production companies, such as in France during the 1930s, where the non-

 McDonald, 15-16.36

 Dyer, Stars, 10-62.37

 Basinger, 78-129.38

 Dyer, Stars, 61.39

 Ibid, 7-8.40

 Driskell, 6.41

 Tytti Soila, “Introduction” in Stellar encounters: stardom in popular European cinema, edited by Tytti Soila (Eastleigh: 42

John Libbey, 2009) 2.
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existence of larger studios made it impossible for the country to have a fully-organized star 

system. Instead, a defining feature of French stardom became the movement of stars between 

the screen and stage, where their personas could attain consistency through star-director 

collaborations and the press that helped construct and reinforce these star personas, which 

ultimately made it possible for French stars to attain some of the qualities possessed by 

Hollywood stars.  On the other hand, UFA in Nazi Germany did in fact utilize a star system 43

where typecasting stars in star vehicles was of regularity.  Thus, domestic stars have existed 44

in European countries, but they have represented something which has been portrayed as in 

contrast to the stars of Hollywood.  

 The emphasis of Hollywood stardom has often been on the “glamour” of their stars. 

Thus, their leisure time and consumption of fashion and goods were emphasized and put on 

display in the promotion and publicity surrounding them.  In European countries, there have 45

been other essential defining traits. It has been argued that while Hollywood stars had looks, 

European stars had personalities. As such, many European stars resented typecasting, which 

was one of the main mechanism of the Hollywood star system for molding their stars.  46

Complaints about Hollywood typecasting and their molding of stars were raised by some of 

the European stars that tried their luck over there. The Italian actress Isa Miranda became 

immediately after arriving to Hollywood molded as a new Marlene Dietrich, but she resented 

this comparison and tried to fight typecasting in general.  47

 In Britain during the the 1930s, many studio heads found the promotion and publicity 

surrounding stars to be of “vulgar” nature, and therefore did not promote their stars in the 

same large scale as Hollywood did.  Gunnar Iversen in his article “Charismatic 48

Ordinariness: Ullmann before Bergman” describes that Norwegian stardom has often 

associated its stars with keywords such as “ordinariness” and “naturalness”, in contrast to 

Hollywood’s “glamour”. Thus, according to Iversen, the attraction of Norwegian stars such as 

Liv Ullmann could be called “charismatic ordinariness”.  A Swedish example of this, 49

contemporary to Tutta Rolf, was Edvard Persson, who was one of the inarguably biggest stars 

 Driskell, 5-7.43

 Ascheid, 33.44

 Dyer, 1998, 35-42; See also Basinger, 3-4.45
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 MacNab, 60-61.48
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in Swedish cinema during 1930s. Edvard Persson showcased an aspect of Swedish stardom 

that did not try to emulate the glamour of Hollywood stars. His films were box office-

successes and multiple of them were seen by over one million people in Sweden.  Many of 50

the films starring Persson and produced by Europa Film belonged to the genre of folklustspel, 

a comedic genre which often depicted regular people and with an idyllic depiction of the 

Swedish landscapes.  Thus, the image of Persson aligned him with optimistic, provincial and 51

ordinary qualities. A far cry from the glamour of the stars of Hollywood. Thus, stardom has 

existed in Europe, but on different terms than Hollywood stardom, with European countries 

trying to create their own type of stardom relating to nationhood and identity.  

3.3. Swedish stardom 
Tutta Rolf made her feature film debut in 1932. Therefore, it is of importance to understand 

the context of the Swedish cinema industry and its stardom during this period. During the late 

1920s, the Swedish cinema industry was in an economic decline and the leading production 

company, Svensk Filmindustri (from now on SF), considered to end its film production in 

1929. In 1929, the first sound films were released and successes of Swedish sound films 

marked a new era for Swedish cinema. The coming of sound increased the interest to watch 

and hear locally produced films starring actors who spoke the native tongue of the country. 

The earliest years of sound film production in Sweden were dominated by the SF and 

Paramount production companies, the latter was an American company who invited Swedish 

actors to their studio in Joinville to make Swedish-language versions of different films.  52

Paramount’s transnational experiment was not successful, since their films were not adjusted 

to Swedish audiences’ expectations and needs.  SF also tried to produce multi-language 53

versions of their films. Although, it was not until they stopped with this initiative in 1931 that 

their great box office successes appeared.  Subsequently, the audience numbers for Swedish 54

films increased every year during the 1930s.  Thus, the Swedish cinema industry was 55

thriving. The amount of production companies increased from four in 1930 to 16 in 1936, 

 Jerselius, 23-24.50

 Qvist, 80-84.51
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Reinholds., 1987), 58-84.
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albeit only a few of these were able to keep up a continuous production. SF was the only fully 

vertically integrated company during the 1930s, and thus they owned their own cinema chain 

and managed both the production and distribution of their films.  The emergence of sound 56

cinema had also made it a possibility for films to incorporate filmschlagers, which were songs 

that were sung within the film’s narrative. These songs became vital promotional tools for the 

cinema industry, since the songs were released as gramophone records and were also 

broadcasted on radios.  57

 The phenomenon of stardom was heavily discussed in Swedish media during the 

1920s as showcased by Jan Olsson and Bo Halvarsson in their articles. At first, Swedish stage 

actors were forbidden to commit themselves to cinema, but in 1918-1920 several of the most 

famous stars of the Swedish stage could be seen in films. In 1920, famous stage and film actor 

Lars Hanson was voted the most popular Swedish movie star, which led Dagens Nyheter to 

exclaim: “Poor Lars Hanson!”. The phenomenon of stardom, idol worship and the unrealistic 

dreams it created for fans were seen as something dangerous for the Swedish youth, and fan 

magazines heralded much criticism for their coverage of stars.  As such, Filmjournalen 58

would come to cover the glamour of stardom, but would also start to warn their readers about 

excessiveness.  Following the French actor Pierre Daltour’s visit to Sweden in 1923, when 59

he asked why Swedish film actresses were so ugly, it sparked a debate in the press regarding 

the nature of Swedish film actresses. They were contrasted with Hollywood actresses as being 

“souls” and trained actresses, whilst Hollywood actresses were “skin” and advertisement 

models.  This debate reflected the need for an indigenous kind of stardom. 60

 In the 1930s, Leif Furhammar argues that that popularity of Swedish actors and 

actresses  was one of the main reasons why sound cinema was able to appeal to the Swedish 

audience. Through help from fan magazines such as Filmjournalen and Filmbilden, these 

actors and actresses tried their best to live up to the glamour of their Hollywood 

counterparts.  On the other hand, Per Vesterlund has argued that there was an emphasis on 61

the “ordinariness” of Swedish stars in contrast to the glamour and excess of the stars of 

 Reinholds, 95. In practice, Europa Film also functioned as a vertically integrated company through their collaboration with 56

the company Sandrews who owned its own cinema chain.
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Hollywood.  Since a regular productional mode existed in Sweden as did economic 62

development within the cinema industry and potentiality for circulation of stars in subsidiary 

forms of media, is fair to assume that Swedish stardom could exist in 1930s. Although, 

Furhammar has argued that only six actors and actresses could be considered to have reached 

star status during the 1930s: Fridolf Rhudin, Edvard Persson, Adolf Jahr, Elof Ahrle, Tutta 

Rolf and Ingrid Bergman. He based his definition of stars on which personalities were able to 

draw audiences to his or her name alone.  63

 SF was the leading company in Sweden regarding production of films during the 

1930s. In 1933, Vilhelm Bryde, the head of Filmstaden in Råsunda where SF had its studio 

lot, had to leave his position. Subsequently, his successor became Stellan Claësson, and his 

wife, the veteran actress and former company leader Karin Swanström, became the artistic 

director of SF’s film productions.  The couple would come to have great influence over the 64

film production of SF during the remaining decade, preferring elegant comedies based on 

best-selling plays and novels in Scandinavia.  The company had in 1933 twelve contracted 65

actors and actresses, and in 1934 it had increased to sixteen contracted actors and actresses. 

Both of these years, Tutta Rolf was the highest paid actress on the company’s pay-roll.  66

Usually companies contracted stars for one-year contracts, which could be prolonged for 

several years to come. The companies had the right to lend contracted actors to another 

company, and the engaged actors were obliged to perform their roles in the language 

requested by the company. Actors and actresses were also more often than not obliged to buy 

their own clothes for the film shootings. Thus, according to Tytti Soila, since clothing was a 

big part of what built a fictional character, the production companies hired actors who they 

believed could suit this character. Since actors were able to create their type-casted character, 

one could assume they carried a certain authorship over their image. However, actors were at 

the stage and in vaudeville shows already casted as type, and as a consequence the production 

companies cast these actors in their already pre-determined type. Several other companies 

also contracted stars, for example Europa Film who contracted well-known professionals such 

as Edvard Persson and Dagmar Ebbesen for a longer period of time.  67

 Vesterlund, 34.62
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4. Method and material 
I will deploy a critical source method in my thesis on Tutta Rolf and her star image. Thus, I 

will interpret and evaluate the sources I have found while conducting basic archival research. 

In my research I have deployed this through the means of fan magazines, newspapers, 

reviews, promotional material, biographical data and the films starring Rolf. As there exists a 

wide range of such material, I will delineate my research to relevant sources in regard to my 

research object. Furthermore, I will deploy guidelines and framework as developed by 

Richard Dyer on how a star image is constructed through the four categories mentioned 

earlier in my thesis. Thus, I will look at the important components of stardom as outlined by 

Dyer to see if they can be found in the star image of Rolf.  

 As the leading fan magazine in Sweden discussing cinema and its stars, Filmjournalen  

(1919-1953) is of much importance to examine. First published in 1919 by Åhlén och 

Åkerlunds tidskriftsförlag, it ended up becoming one of the longest-lasting fan magazines and 

was in circulation until 1953, after which it was incorporated into the magazine 

Bildjournalen. During the 1930s, Filmjournalen would increase its readership, which 

consisted mostly of a younger demography.  With its extensive reporting on Swedish stars, it 68

is highly valuable in investigating Tutta Rolf’s star image through interviews, articles, 

advertisement and tidbits.  

 The newspapers I have decided to investigate are Aftonbladet (1830-), Svenska 

Dagbladet (1884-) and Dagens Nyheter (1864-). All of these newspapers were based in 

Stockholm and therefore had extensive reporting about both the film and theater scene in 

Sweden during the time. It is in these newspapers where I have collected the reviews 

surrounding Tutta Rolf’s theater and vaudeville career. It is worth noting that in most reviews 

concerning plays and vaudevilles during this period, the performances of actors were only 

briefly discussed. Aforementioned newspapers will also be used for reviews concerning her 

films. Additionally, film reviews from Stockholms-Tidningen (1889-1966, 1981-1984, 

1993-2017) and Nya Dagligt Allehanda (1859-1944) will be deployed. From now on I will 

use the standardized abbreviations of the aforementioned newspapers and magazines.  These 69

 Blomberg, 55-64.68

 See Appendix 169
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reviews are collected from the clip book archive of the Swedish Film Institute for each of 

Rolf’s films, which also consists of promotional material surrounding the films.   Regarding 

the reviews I attempt to outline a consensus among the critics and then use specific reviews as 

samples of the consensus.  

 I have decided not deploy any American or Norwegian newspapers or magazines in my 

thesis. Although it would have been interesting to see how Rolf was depicted in these, my aim 

is to simply investigate the image of Rolf through Swedish newspapers and magazines. The 

films that I have decided to view, and will discuss in this thesis, are the ones Tutta Rolf starred 

in from 1932 to 1935. Her American film, Dressed to Thrill, is unavailable for screening in 

Sweden and therefore it will  only be discussed using articles and reviews concerning it. In 

the chapter where I discuss the films, I will present my observations when discussing the 

content of them.  

 While discussing my source material, I even have to consider the truth-value of my 

sources. As I am conducting an analysis of a star image, truth and inaccuracies are often 

incorporated in the construction of a star’s image. Thus, I do not aim to clear up rumors and 

alleged misrepresentation of Tutta Rolf, but instead use my sources as contributions to an 

indication of the meaning of her star image. An example is the article “Det måste komma 

infra” , where the writer stated that Tutta Rolf was discovered by Ernst Rolf while she was a 70

dancer in the Chat Noir-ballet. There are many sources contradicting this version of her 

discovery, but it has to be included since it still accumulated to Rolf’s star image by giving it 

a certain meaning that will be further discussed in my thesis. Another example would be the 

heavily reported event when Tutta Rolf fell overboard her ship. According to her, several 

people believed this was only a stunt for Ernst Rolf and her to gain publicity.  However, it is 71

of great interest to me to have this event included in her star image, since it was believed to be 

true by many, and would also become a metaphor for the critics to applaud her growth as an 

artist and woman. 

 ”It must come from within”70

 Tutta Rolf, Interview with Ingemar Stark, Tuttas mirakelräddning i Biscaya, Sveriges Radio, P1, June 19, 1985.71
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5. Tutta Rolf 

5.1. Background, origin and personal life 
Tutta Rolf was born on October 7, 1907 in Oslo, Norway as the youngest daughter to 

Bernhard Ingvald Berntsen and Karen Andersen.  At birth she was christened Solveig Jenny 72

Berntzen, but her family nicknamed her ”Tutta”, a name by which she would be widely 

known by her childhood friends.  In 1928 she met Ernst Rolf and moved with him to Sweden 73

where she served as the prima donna in his vaudeville shows.  The couple later got married 74

in 1930.  Their son, Tom Rolf, was born in 1931.  In an interview in the 1980s she disclosed 75 76

that their marriage had not been happy. Ernst Rolf was jealous, controlling, cheating and with 

constant threats of suicide. She originally did not want to marry him, as she was in love with 

someone else, but chose Ernst Rolf after intense persuasion. In late 1932, Tutta Rolf was 

determined to divorce him which was a contributing factor in his death.  77

 On December 25, 1932, Ernst Rolf died as a consequence of a failed suicide attempt. 

He had attempted suicide by drowning during Christmas Eve, but had then regretted his 

decision. However, during his time in the water he had contracted a fatal case of pneumonia.  78

The funeral took place on New Year’s Day 1933, and 60.000 people gathered on the streets of 

Stockholm to follow the procession.  The following months lead to rumors about his death, 79

where a contract dispute between SF and his vaudeville shows was a rumored factor. After 

Tutta Rolf signed a contract with SF, they urged her to stop participating in her husband’s 

vaudeville shows, since it would damage her reputation as a leading lady in Swedish 

cinema.  Although it is hard to verify this rumor, it is of interest to note that she would not 80

come to star in any Vaudeville production until 1936. For several years after her husband’s 

death a court trial would follow Rolf. She was sued by controversial newspapers editor Carl 

Sigfrid Dahlin to pay back the debt her husband late husband owed to him.  The trial lead to 81
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a much publicized court trial that lasted for several years. The court process lasted until 1937 

with Rolf winning her case against Dahlin.   82

 In 1936, she married the British choreographer Jack Donahue, who she had met in 

Hollywood.  In 1940, she gave birth to their daughter, Jill Donahue. After the German 83

invasion of Norway in 1940, she and her family emigrated to USA.  In 1948, Rolf returned 84

to Sweden and the couple later divorced in 1950.  For a while she continued to act in revues 85

and plays in Sweden, but after her marriage to Hasse Ekman in 1953 she retired from acting 

to become a housewife.  The couple moved to Spain, where their marriage was dissolved in 86

the early 1970s.  She then died on October 26, 1994 in Los Angeles.  87 88

 Tutta Rolf starred in fourteen Swedish films during a seven year span from 1932 to 

1939: Love and Deficit, Lucky Devils (Lyckans gullgossar, Sigurd Wallén and Ivar Johansson, 

1932), We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, Dear Family (Kära släkten, Gustaf Molander, 

1933), A Quiet Flirt (En stilla flirt, Gustaf Molander, 1934), Auntie’s Millions (Fasters 

millioner, Gustaf Molander, 1934), Swedenhielms (Gustaf Molander, 1935), Under False Flag 

(Under Falsk Flagg, Gustaf Molander, 1935), The Adventure (Äventyret, Per-Axel Branner, 

1936), Sara Learns a Lesson (Sara lär sig folkvett, Gustaf Molander, 1937), The Big Love 

(Den stora kärleken, Anders Henrikson, 1938), Dollars (Dollar, Gustaf Molander, 1938), A 

Pleasant Change (Ombyte förnöjer, Gustaf Molander, 1939) and Whalers (Valfångare, 

Anders Henrikson and Tancred Ibsen, 1939). All films, except The Adventure and The Big 

Love, were distributed by SF. The other two were distributed by Svensk Talfilm and Wivefilm 

respectively. Beside these fourteen films she also starred in the American film Dressed to 

Thrill, and the British film Rhythm in the Air (Arthur B. Woods, 1936). Additionally, she 

participated in the Scandinavian version of Paramount on Parade (Dorothy Arzner et. al., 

1930) and the Norwegian-language version of A Quiet Flirt. I will elaborate further on her 

films from 1932 to 1935 later in my thesis. 
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 After returning from Hollywood in 1936, Tutta Rolf faced a changing Swedish cinema 

culture.  Already in 1936, a poll in FJ showed that her popularity had been trumped by other 89

actresses: Ingrid Bergman, Birgit Tengroth, Sickan Carlsson and Inga Tidblad.  The 90

Adventure and A Pleasant Change managed to receive some of Rolf’s worst audience figures 

in Sweden. However, she again achieved success in the comedy Sara Learns a Lesson, where 

she played the maid Sara who inherits a fortune from an uncle in Australia. In 1938, she was 

cast against-type when she played dramatic roles in The Big Love and Dollars. DN exclaimed 

that she had finally become an “actress” with her performance in The Big Love.  Despite the 91

praise and prospects of new kinds of roles, she would retire from filmmaking the year after. 

Her cinematic swan song Whalers was also a success and was estimated to have been seen by 

over one million people in Sweden.  Although marketed as the leading lady of the film, Rolf 92

only played a supporting role, but it is worth noting that this is her only Swedish film where 

she speaks her native tongue. 

5.2. The Stage 
In 1925, Tutta Rolf debuted at the Mayol theater in Oslo.  In 1927, she joined the ensemble 93

at the Casino theater in Oslo, where she starred in several operettas.  In 1928, Ernst Rolf was 94

in Norway for his revue in Oslo. It was then he discovered her and contracted her to his 

vaudeville ensemble in Stockholm.  Ernst Rolf was extremely popular in the Nordic 95

countries, and his vaudeville shows were often luxurious and big visual spectacles with an 

ensemble consisting of entertainers from different parts of the world.  Rolf was not the first 96

Norwegian in his ensemble, which had already included Norwegian actors Katie Rolfsen and 

Einar Fagstad. On May 12 1928, Tutta Rolf made her Swedish vaudeville debut in Rolf’s 

vaudeville show of 1928 (Rolfrevyn 1928) at Cirkus in Stockholm. By DN, Tutta Rolf was 
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considered to be a cute novelty, but was thought of as not contributing with anything more 

during the premiere night.  The show lasted for over one hundred performances.  97 98

 On May 4 1929, Rolf’s vaudeville show of 1929 (Rolfrevyn 1929) at the China Theater 

in Stockholm had its premiere. Others in the ensemble were popular comedian actor Fridolf 

Rhudin, operetta star Margit Rosengren and Katie Rolfsen. The vaudeville was once again a 

great success for Ernst Rolf. This time around Tutta Rolf earned better reviews. She 

performed the song “Var har mamma lärt sig det?” , which AB considered took the audience 99

by storm.  SvD though that she had grown as an artist during the year that had passed by.  100 101

The show was a tremendous public success and had after only one week been seen by 11.000 

people.  In July, Tutta Rolf replaced Rosengren’s parts in the show. According to critics, she 102

managed to do a better job than her predecessor with the song ”Under blommande hägg och 

syrén”.  On September 19, the vaudeville show went on to a provincial tour. Rolf replaced 103

Rosengren as the prima donna of the vaudeville, since the latter was set to star in an operetta 

in Stockholm.  104

 One year later, on May 4, 1930, Rolf’s Vaudeville show of 1930 (Rolfrevyn 1930) had 

its premiere at the China Theater. Karl Gerhard, a vaudeville star, joined the ensemble for this 

show. Ernst Rolf also started to incorporate moving images in his show, which depicted his 

visit to Hollywood. He had some months earlier been visiting Hollywood with Tutta Rolf. 

During the boat trip to Hollywod, she fell overboard and had to stay in the cold water for over 

half an hour.  DN and AB both alluded to this event when reviewing her performance in the 105

show. The former said that the event had given her a “bath of renewal”, while the latter argued 

that her visit to Hollywood had made her more charming than ever and that the Atlantic bath 

had made her ascent like a Venus to tempt the men in the audience.   Furthermore, SvD 106

thought that she had continued to progress as a performer.  107
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 On May 16, 1931, the vaudeville show Rolf’s Vaudeville show by Karl Gerhard (Rolfs 

revy av Karl Gerhard) had its premiere. For this show Ernst Rolf and Karl Gerhard 

collaborated on the content. The show earned respectable reviews, but critics started to 

wonder whether or not Ernst Rolf should start reinventing himself and his shows. DN argued 

that the show was way too excessive, and needed to be drastically shortened. Although, they 

concluded that it was a success with the audience.  The performance of Tutta Rolf was 108

barely mentioned in the reviews. SvD argued that she represented the beauty of the show and 

that she had become a graceful dancer.  109

 On 5 November 1932, Ernst Rolf’s new vaudeville show The Rolf Express - Out in the 

blue (Rolfexpressen - Ut I det blå!) had its premiere at the Odéon Theater in Stockholm. Other 

than Ernst and Tutta Rolf, the ensemble also included actress Isa Quensel and comedian actor 

Edvard Persson, the latter making his debut on the Stockholm stage with this show. The show 

was considered a success and earned good reviews from the press. Tutta Rolf performed the 

song “Lattjo stare.”  AB argued that she had evolved tremendously since the previous show, 110

and that her dancing was at an international level.  FJ considered her to be the spirit of the 111

vaudeville and that she was the most talked about act by the audience during the interval of 

the show.  Similarly, SvD speculated that she was starting to seriously compete with her 112

husband regarding the favor of the audience and stated that she received the most applauded 

performance of the night.  In 1933, the same newspaper argued that it was in this show that 113

she truly blossomed as a vaudeville artist, even outshining her husband.  A follow-up called 114

The Rolf Express: The second trip - If you want me you have me here (Rolfexpressen: 2:dra 

resan - Vill du ha mej så har du mej här) was announced to have its premiere on New Years’ 

eve, but Ernst Rolf’s death put the production to a halt.  115

 As the prima donna of Ernst Rolf’s vaudeville productions, Tutta Rolf emerged as a 

famous performer in Sweden. At the time of the death of Ernst Rolf, she had successfully 

managed to become a star both in cinema and on the vaudeville stage. Her performance 

routines consisted of dances and songs, which often were either of a sentimental or ironic 
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tone, performed with an almost childish-like naïvety. After the death of her husband, Rolf 

would not return to any vaudeville stage until 1936. Instead, she would come to join the 

ensemble at the Vasa Theater in Stockholm, where the actor Gösta Ekman was the director of 

the theater. Gösta Ekman was one of the most well-known stars in Sweden and was known for 

his flamboyant and larger-than-life image. Thus, her stage career would get connected with 

two of the most prolific personalities in the cultural world of Stockholm in the early 1930s. 

 The first encounter of Tutta Rolf with the Vasa Theater was in autumn 1932, when she 

joined their production of the operetta The White Horse Inn (Vita Hästen, A.W. Sandberg), a 

Swedish adaption of the Austrian operetta with the same name by Ralph Benatzky and Robert 

Stolz. The production at the Vasa Theater starred Gösta Ekman and the Norwegian actress 

Lillebil Ibsen. Rolf played Klärchen, the lisping daughter to a professor. Other co-stars 

included well-known actors such as Sture Lagerwall, Marianne Löfgren and Uno Henning. 

The operetta was considered by critics as greatly entertaining. Nevertheless, it was observed 

by DN that the version offered by the Vasa Theater was smaller in scope than how the operetta 

had usually been performed in Europe. Of the ensemble, Rolf was considered by DN to 

possess the most solid operetta humor of the ensemble and she was also complimented for 

being a talented and modern girl.  AB even argued that Rolf was one of the main reasons to 116

see the show because of her comedic performance.   117

 In June 1933, Tutta Rolf made her debut as a stage actress in the farce Gastein by 

Ludwig Hirschfeld at the Dagmar Theater in Copenhagen. SvD reported that she had earned 

much praise from Danish reviewers, with Politiken comparing her facial expressions to that of 

Gösta Ekman.  At the time, Rolf had collaborated with Ekman in The White Horse Inn and 118

the film Dear Family. In October the same year, Rolf debuted as a Swedish stage actress at 

the Vasa Theater in the comedy The Bank (Banken, Hjalmar Peters) which was an adaptation 

of a French play by Louis Verneuil. This was the first performance of Rolf as part of the 

acting company at the Vasa theater. Gösta Ekman had tried to acquire the acclaimed actress 

Inga Tidblad as the leading lady in the ingenue-type for his ensemble, but since she had 

engagements elsewhere, he had to engage Rolf instead.  Rolf played the leading lady in the 119

role of Charlotte Rambaut, the accomplice to her swindler of a lover. Her leading man was 
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Gösta Ekman, and her co-stars included Hugo Björne, Sture Lagerwall and Hjördis 

Pettersson. SvD considered The Bank to be both of entertainment value and of contemporary 

relevance, but deemed that Rolf’s role was too insufficient for her to prove that she possessed 

any stage talent.  DN thought that although the play was entertaining, it was a trifle 120

compared to the otherwise artistic ambitions of Ekman. They also described Rolf as being 

cute, innocent and soft as a kitty.  121

 On September 16, 1933, Rolf joined a provincial tour with the play The Air Express 

(Luftexpressen, Gösta Stevens) together with fellow performers Ruth Stevens, Steinar 

Jöranstaad, Calle Hagman and Eric Abrahamson. When the provincial tour was announced, 

FJ described it as her Eriksgata.  Eriksgata was the traditional trip that the monarch of 122

Sweden embarked on to visit the cities of Sweden. By associating Rolf with this tradition, it 

meant that this would be the first chance for a non-urban Swedish population to see her on 

stage for the first time since her tremendous success in cinema and on the Stockholm stage. 

 In November 1933, Tutta Rolf’s next role at Vasateatern was to replace Inga Tidblad 

in the farce Fair and Warmer (Gröna hissen, Gösta Ekman) by Avery Hopwood, where she 

played Lilian opposite Gösta Ekman’s Billy.  The comedy centers around the friends Billy 123

and Lillian who feel neglected by their respective partners, and therefore decide to pretend to 

be cheating with each other to make their partners jealous. According to DN, the performance 

of Rolf was yet again deemed to be “cute”, but was considered tame in contrast to the 

performance of her flamboyant co-star.  SvD also thought that she could not match the 124

performance by Ekman, but complimented her for her disarming charm and naïve 

authenticism.    125

 In 1934, after two comedies Tutta Rolf was set to play Ophelia in Gösta Ekman’s 

production of William Shakespeare’s Hamlet (Per Lindberg) at the Vasa Theater. Her casting 

as Ophelia was considered a surprise since she was not thought of as a dramatic actress.  126

Ekman starred as Hamlet, with Signe Kolthoff playing the Queen and Mathias Taube playing 

the King. Hamlet was a much anticipated production, and following its premiere it was 
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praised by critics. The talking point in the reviews was the performance by Ekman. Rolf’s 

performance as Ophelia was met with mostly positive reviews. DN and SvD both thought that 

Rolf had exceeded their expectations, and praised her for not overacting her mad scene.  DN 127

also compared her to Inga Tidblad. While they argued that she lacked Tidblad’s spiritual 

sweetness, Rolf and her interpretation of Ophelia as a childlike and helpless doll was 

considered to be more authentic.  As such, Rolf was compared to one of the most acclaimed 128

dramatic actresses in Sweden. Although the comparison was positive, it could be seen as a 

way for DN to downplay the theatrical pedigree of Rolf. The critique against Rolf in the play 

often emphasized her speech. Although positive towards her, SvD complained that her 

Norwegian accent still was noticeable.  However, AB completely criticized the casting of 129

Rolf. They considered her performance to be too infantile and saccharine, and also 

complained that the words of Shakespeare were totally lost because of her speech.  130

Hyperbolically however, Hasse Ekman mused in an article in FJ that Rolf was the best 

Swedish actress since Emelie Högqvist in the 19th century to have played Ophelia.   131

 Although Tutta Rolf had earned mostly positive reviews by critics up to this point, 

they would come to start criticize her stage acting more fervently in the plays that followed 

Hamlet. Before Hamlet, Rolf had only performed in comedies and operettas, but with her 

entrance into dramatic roles the critics started to point out her irritating features. The follow-

up to Hamlet was John Van Druten’s comedy play London City (Gunnar Olsson, 1934) at the 

Vasa Theater. Karin Carlson-Kavli played the leading role, with Rolf playing the secondary 

female lead as Miss Pat. Other actors in the ensemble included Gerda Björne, Uno Henning, 

Sture Lagerwall and Hasse Ekman. Although DN considered Rolf a natural stage talent, they 

criticized her versatility and argued that she once again played the part with the same round 

eyes of wonder, pouting baby-mouth and chirping voice. Further, her role was described as 

the woman-child of the play.   132

 In autumn 1934, Rolf starred in Sidney Kingsley’s dramatic play Men in White (Män i 

vitt,  Per Lindberg) with Gösta Ekman, Uno Henning and Karin Ekelund as co-stars. The play 

was a drama about the pleasures and plights of the doctors in a hospital. Rolf played the 
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student nurse Barbara Dennin. The play earned respectable reviews, but the performance by 

Rolf was thought to be irritating. AB argued that it was a big mistake for the Vasa theater to 

have cast Rolf in her role since she performed it with a forced childishness that brought down 

the strength of the overall play.  DN though that her childish staring and voice started to 133

become irritating.  Men in White was in October replaced with the farce Almost a 134

Honeymoon (Nästan gifta, Gösta Ekman) by Walter Ellis. Rolf starred as Florence Quilter  

and her co-stars were Gösta Ekman, Nils Wahlbom, Hjördis Pettersson and Erik ”Bullen” 

Berglund. The farce received negative reviews and was compared to Fair and Warmer.  135

Rolf did not earn any substantial praise and SvD thought that her doll-like naïvety was tiring 

to both watch and listen to.  On December 7, 1934, Rolf made her final performance at the 136

Vasa Theatre in Fair and Warmer before going to Hollywood.   137

5.3. The Screen 
When Tutta Rolf made her cinematic feature film debut, she was already a famous performer 

in the vaudeville shows of her husband. She had also earlier appeared in the Scandinavian 

version of Paramount on Parade, where she had sung the duet “Gör någonting”  together 138

with her husband, who was the host of the Scandinavian version. She starred in her first 

feature film Love and Deficit, directed by Gustaf Molander, which was released on August 1, 

1932. This film marked the first, of many, collaboration between them.  The screenplay, 139

written by Gösta Stevens, was an adaptation of the play Kassabrist (1926) by Vilhelm 

Moberg. The plot of the film centers around embezzlement, which was a popular subject in 

Swedish films following the Kreuger Crash in 1932.  Rolf played the Norwegian typist 140

Margit Hague, who is in love with the accountant Bengt Berger played by Edvin Adolphson. 

In the film, Rolf served mostly to fulfill the romantic plot. It also gave her an opportunity to 

sing the sentimental love song “Om alla vackra drömmar vore sanna,”  with music by Sonja 141

Sahlberg and lyrics by Gösta Stevens. By critics, the film was considered an enjoyable farce, 
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but many of them complained that the screenplay lacked originality. However, Rolf’s 

performance and her introduction to Swedish cinema was unanimously praised by critics. DN 

argued that Swedish cinema finally had got a new suitable ingenue.  Other critics discussed 142

the possibility of an international career for Rolf. NDA called her a “Swedish-Norwegian 

Lilian Harvey” and predicted that she would end up in the cinema industries of either 

Hollywood or Berlin.  St-T agreed regarding her internationality and argued that she 143

showcased continental qualities.  On the other hand, SvD argued that the film did not give 144

her the best opportunity to prove herself more than being a good acquisition for Swedish 

cinema.  145

 The comedy We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance was released on December 12, 1932. 

The screenplay for the film was written by Gustaf Molander and Tancred Ibsen, and was an 

adaptation of the best-selling Norwegian novel with the same name by Sigrid Boo. The film 

was simultaneously filmed in a Norwegian-language version using the same sets and script, 

but without Rolf starring in it. In the Swedish version Rolf played the spoiled Helga Breder, 

daughter to the manager of a motorcycle factory in economic decline who one day accepts a 

bid that she, during the period of one year, can make a living as a house maid. As Breder, Rolf 

was the leading lady of the film and its protagonist. Thus, the film became a viable vehicle to 

launch Rolf as a leading lady and showcase her talent. Her acting in the film is very much 

based on physical comedy such as grimacing, physical stunts and miming. At times, it is 

almost as if she breaks the the fourth wall by talking directly to the audience and grimacing 

towards them to signal that she is in control of the chain of events in the film. This 

performance style would become a signature style of Rolf in the her other films. While diving 

into the sea from a cliff, Breder is referred to as a great example of the modern woman. As 

such, the modernity of Breder being able to speak English, her luxurious clothes and interest 

in swimming are emphasized in the film, but it also makes the others servants and the family 

for which she works question how a simple house maid can conduct such a lifestyle. The 

emphasis on portraying Helga as a modern woman was a conscious choice by SF. As 

described by Siegfried Fischer, who had a supporting role in the film, the close-ups of Helga’s 

legs were replaced in post-production to show the legs of the actress in the Norwegian 
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version, Randi Braenne, instead of Rolf’s. This since they believed the legs of the former 

were more close to the ideal of the slender legs of a modern woman.  In the film, Rolf 146

performed the song “Eko vill du svara mej”  together with co-star Bengt Djurberg. The song 147

was composed by Georg Enders, with lyrics by Gösta Stevens. 

 When We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance was released, it immediately heralded 

acclaim from critics, who predicted it to become a considerable box office success. Gustaf 

Molander earned praise for his sober-minded and elegant work as the director of the film. 

Many reviewers argued that Rolf’s performance solidified her position as Swedish cinema’s 

leading ingenue after the success of her previous film. St-T raved that the film’s production 

standards almost equalled that of the German production company UFA. Regarding Tutta 

Rolf, St-T observed while watching Rolf’s lively performance  that one could understand the 

reason why Swedish cinema lacked energy was because of the fact that there were no 

personalities to build a film around.  However, AB argued that her performance at times 148

most resembled the vaudeville ones.  We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance turned out to be 149

one of the most astonishing box office successes in Swedish cinema history at the time, and it 

was estimated that the film had attracted an audience of over one million people in Sweden.  150

 Shortly after Tutta Rolf's success in We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, Lucky Devils 

was released on December 26, 1932. The screenplay was written by Fred Winter and Teve 

Lundqvist.  The film centers around two men, played by Sigurd Wallén and Erik ”Bullen” 

Berglund, who set up a successful brokerage that eventually gets into economic trouble. Rolf 

played Dolores Del Prado, daughter to a Russian grand duke and a Spanish singer, who can 

often be seen playing tennis at the tennis court. The role of Del Prado was also the last of her 

roles during the time period from 1932 to 1935 where Rolf played a character with a non-

Swedish background. Although being her follow-up role to such a box office success, the role 

of Rolf was relatively small and she served mostly as a part of the romantic plot of the film. 

This could be attributed to the fact that she filmed this before her starring role in We Who Use 

the Servants’ Entrance. In the film she performed duet “En sommarnatt som nu kan allting 

hända”  together with co-star Eric Laurent. The song was composed by Fred Winter, with 151
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lyrics by Fritz Gustaf. The reception to the film was lukewarm. AB complimented the 

entertainment value and optimistic outlook of the film amidst tough times.  However, SvD 152

and St-T both criticized the directing of the film and its screenplay.  Critics barely 153

mentioned Rolf in their reviews and many of them, such as DN, pointed out the lack of 

material for her to work with.  154

 The first Tutta Rolf-film released after the death of her late husband, Ernst Rolf, was 

the comedy Dear Family, released in Stockholm on November 6, 1933. The film was based 

on a Danish comedy play by George Esserman, which had earlier enjoyed success on the 

Swedish stage.  Tutta Rolf played Lilli af Leijonstam, who together with her husband, 155

played by Gösta Ekman, has to set up a night club after they fail to finance their manor in 

Southern Sweden and their luxurious lifestyle. Yet again, the character played by Rolf was 

depicted as a modern woman with fashionable clothing and conducting herself with sports, 

which in this film was skiing. In the film, she sang the love song “När tvenne hjärtan slår 

samma slag,”  with lyrics by Gösta Stevens and music by Jules Sylvain. The directing by 156

Gustaf Molander was once again applauded by the critics for its sober craftsmanship. AB 

thought that Molander was the go-to director if one wanted an elegant and entertaining 

film.  Regarding Rolf’s performance, DN thought that she became overshadowed by her co-157

star Ekman.  Overall she earned positive notices from the critics with SvD calling her 158

performance both cute and spirited.  159

 In 1934, Tutta Rolf had two films released. The first was the comedy A Quiet Flirt, 

which premiered on January 29, 1934. The screenplay was written by Gösta Stevens and was 

an adaptation of a Norwegian novel by Edith Øberg. As in the case of We Who Use the 

Servants’ Entrance, A Quiet Flirt was filmed simultaneously in a Norwegian-version. 

However, Rolf starred in both versions of the film as the orphaned student Diddi Werner, who 

transforms from a regular girl into a refined vaudeville singer in order to attract the attention 

from the man that she yearns, played by Ernst Eklund. The film emphasizes the fashion and 

appearance of its leading character, Werner. Early in the film, she explains a wish to undergo 
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plastic surgery to correct her nose. Instead of undergoing plastic surgery, her former rival 

Sally Grabel, played by Margit Manstad, teaches her how to behave like a refined lady and 

introduces her to three men belonging to the industries of photography, fashion and perfume, 

who all help mold Diddi into a fashionable and attractive woman. In the film, Diddi is 

nicknamed ”The Modern Eve” by the men. As in Servants’ Entrance, the film emphasizes the 

swimming abilities of Rolf to comic effect, since the men want to save her character from 

drowning without knowing that she knows how to swim. Also, in the film Werner parodies a 

monologue by Ophelia in Hamlet. As the film was released just a couple of weeks after the 

premiere night of the play at the Vasa Theater, it is interesting to note how the film tied into 

this event. Rolf also sang the eponymous song in the film, which was composed by Jules 

Sylvain, with lyrics by Gösta Stevens. The film was deemed a success by critics, who argued 

that the film’s technical qualities held an international standard. St-T thought that the film 

proved that Sweden was able to produce good films, but also argued that the plot of the film 

was too superficial for it to be considered a true masterpiece.  The performance by Rolf also 160

attracted raves from the critics. NDA argued that she was inarguably the leading lady amongst 

Swedish actresses and praised how she portrayed her character’s development throughout the 

film.  DN even thought that she surpassed her own performance in We Who Use the 161

Servant's Entrance.  162

 Her second film of the year was the comedy Auntie’s Millions, released on August 6, 

1934. The screenplay was written by Sölve Cederstrand and Gustaf Edgren, and was based on 

a French play by André Mouézy-Éon, which had previously enjoyed success on the Swedish 

stage. In the film, Tutta Rolf played Greta, who is wed to Georg Berger, played by Adolf Jahr, 

but divorces him after the wedding after catching him with another woman, subsequently 

marrying a man she is not in love with, played by Erik ”Bullen” Berglund. As a consequence, 

Greta is unhappy in the marriage and the problem only gets solved when her aunt, played by 

Karin Swanström, arrives and ultimately decides that her niece should divorce her husband 

and remarry Georg. Unusually for Rolf, she had to play a more mellow character who spends 

most of the time being unhappy and unsatisfied; a far cry from her earlier determined 

characters. However, she got the chance to sing the duet “Himlastegen”  with Adolf Jahr, 163
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which had music composed by Jules Sylvain and lyrics written by Åke Söderblom. As a 

departure from previous roles, critics took notice. St-T argued that Rolf was developing as a 

character actress and believed that she was mature enough for more serious roles.  However, 164

SvD thought of her as completely miscast for the part.  The film received equally mixed 165

reviews. DN criticized the plot as outdated, but complimented Gustaf Molander’s directing 

skills and the entertainment value of the film.  166

 As Tutta Rolf left Sweden for Hollywood, she had two films that were ready to be 

released in 1935. First off was Swedenhielms, released in Stockholm on April 8, 1935, which 

was adapted from the play of the same name by prestigious playwright Hjalmar Bergman. The 

screenplay was written by Gustaf Molander and the playwright’s widow, Stina Bergman. In 

the film, Rolf played the actress Julia Swedenhielm, the spoiled daughter to professor Rolf 

Swedenhielm played by Gösta Ekman. In contrast to the other characters in the film, Julia 

does not truly have her own story arch and mostly functions as a supporting character in the 

plot. Thus, she is mostly seen wearing eloquent dresses, eating chocolate, singing, rehearsing 

for her play and bantering with the family  housemaid played by Karin Swanström. However, 

the film managed to give Rolf a singing number with the song “Du månäpple, jag kan ej ta ta’ 

ner Dig!,”  with lyrics by Berit Spong and music by Helge Lindberg. Rolf received mostly 167

negative reviews for her portrayal. Even though some found her charming, many thought that 

she was miscast in the film. St-T argued that she was not believable as an aristocrat and 

claimed that she was more or less the same Rolf one had seen at the vaudeville stage.  On 168

the other hand, the film itself received unanimous praise as a masterpiece and a return to form 

for Swedish cinema. SvD wrote that it was the first time in many years that Swedish cinema 

truly had reached an international standard.  169

 Under False Flag, released in Stockholm on September 2, 1935, was remarked in 

publicity as containing the role of a lifetime for Tutta Rolf.  In many ways the film shared 170

similarities with We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance. As in the latter film, Rolf’s character 

Margot Hammar is daughter to a wealthy man, in this case a banker, but happens to cross 

classes as she tries to pass as a typist at her father’s company. The screenplay was written by 
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Sölve Cederstrand and was based on the German film A Man with Heart (Ein mann mit Herz, 

Geza von Bolvary, 1932). In the film, Margot Hammar is portrayed as a urban woman who 

wears dresses from the expensive design label Patou and knows how to speak in English, 

German and French. The song “Det sjunger någonting inom mej,”  with lyrics by Gösta 171

Stevens and music by Jules Sylvain, is sung by Rolf in the film. In a scene in the film, Margot 

and her future love interest Bertil Lagergren, played by Allan Bohlin, can be seen standing in 

front of the shop window of the Swedish record label Odeon, where they  are playing the song 

out loud. Since the song was released through the same record label, it worked as a tie-in for 

the release of the song as a vinyl on the market. The film received mostly positive remarks 

from critics. DN considered the film to be entertaining, but argued that it was not in line with 

the best films of Molander and SF. Furthermore, they argued that Rolf was charming, but that 

she did not manage to portray any humanity in her character.  Similarly, SvD thought that 172

she was not able to convey any deeper emotions, but considered anyway that Rolf did her best 

performance in a while, following some lackluster performances.  173

5.4. Additional material 
5.4.1. Emergence to stardom 

The breakthrough and discovery of Tutta Rolf was frequently described in interviews and 

articles by FJ. The success story of Rolf was often told as a story containing two discoveries: 

firstly, her discovery and breakthrough in Norway and secondly, her discovery by Ernst Rolf. 

As a child, she had not intended to become an actress, but instead she wanted to be a dancer. 

It was stated that she debuted at the Casino theater, thus completely omitting her time at the 

Mayol theater. Her first discovery was a result of a bet between Rolf and her friends, who did 

not believe that she would be able to successfully audition, which she then did. Also, she had 

lied about her age during the audition, because at sixteen years old she was too young for 

theaters to legally engage  The latter event was repeated by Rolf in an interview in the 174

1980s, but she instead ascribed this audition to Mayol.  Depictions of her life in Norway 175

painted a picture of an ambitious and hard-working girl determined to succeed in the 
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business.  At the Casino theater she was reported as having rapidly succeeded in admiration 176

amongst the audience after having starred in a string of farces and operettas, which ultimately 

finalized in Ernst Rolf discovering her.  On the other hand, writer Gunila S. stated in FJ that 177

Rolf had debuted at the ballet at Chat Noir, where Ernst Rolf discovered her and then 

launched her as his prima donna.  Much attention was paid to describing her physical 178

appearance during her career in Norway. It was described that she had cut her long hair short 

to be more flexible with wigs, and that she had also experimented with make-up to achieve a 

look more suitable for stage. Furthermore, she was described as having been chubby at her 

time at the Casino theater. The perceived chubbiness of Rolf during her career in Norway was 

depicted as contrasting to the one she had achieved in Sweden. As the prima donna of the 

vaudeville shows of Ernst Rolf, Tutta Rolf was described as having transformed from a 

chubby girl into a slender, modern, young woman and a full-fledged artist.  Thus, the 179

depiction of her breakthrough both ascribed Rolf a certain sense of authorship of her image, 

but also that it was with the help of Ernst Rolf that her image got elevated to the one that 

would make her a star in Sweden. 

 The early career of Tutta Rolf in Sweden was often reported about in relation to her 

famous husband, Ernst Rolf. Prior to her feature film debut, she was rarely written about in 

her own right. The description of her often emphasized her husband’s power position in both 

their professional and private relationship. In a picture which supplied a small caption in FJ 

anticipating their upcoming wedding, the photograph depicts her looking up to her husband as 

in admiration. FJ then chose to describe this picture as: ”… that she is looking up to her boss, 

as it should be.”  When it was announced that she had been engaged to star in three films for 180

SF in 1932, she was yet again spoken of in relation to her husband. She was described as “His 

little Tutta”, and it was suggested that her hiatus from the vaudeville scene had been a result 

of her being needed by her husband in his Djursholm “fortress” .  The only time she made 181

the headlines on her own was in 1930 when she fell overboard her ship during the couple’s 

trip to Hollywood.   182
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 In 1932, with the successes of Love and Deficit, We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance 

and The Rolf Express - Out in the blue, Tutta Rolf ascended to stardom. Nevertheless, her 

husband’s shadow still lingered over her. Prior to the release of Love and Deficit, FJ 

conducted their first interview with her, which was titled “Tutta gör någonting”. The title 

alluded to the famous song which the couple had performed in Paramount on Parade. In the 

interview, a photograph depicted her sitting in a room, with a caption that inscribed her as 

“the most treasured gem in the famous Chinese room in the Rolfs’ villa.”  Thus, she was 183

still perceived as her husband’s property and discovery; a sentiment later reiterated by her 

husband. During the run of Out in the Blue, a reporter from FJ visited the couple backstage, 

where Ernst Rolf raved about his own ability on discovering talents such as his wife. He 

further stated that he had always known she was suited for cinema stardom, even before 

Vilhelm Bryde and Gustaf Molander knew about it.  Thus, he inscribed authorship of her 184

success story in 1932, which following the successes of We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance 

and Out in the blue had cemented her stardom. These performances were later described as 

her artistic breakthroughs. She was said to have evolved into a full-fledged artist and even 

upstaged her husband during her performance in Out in the blue.  During this period, a shift 185

in popularity between Rolf and her husband seemed to occur, as already described in the 

reviews for Out in the blue. Tidbits started to appear stating that her husband was willing to 

both change his surname to Rolf-Berntzen and would turn down an offer from Paramount to 

film in Joinville, so that he could follow her to Hollywood where a potential contract with 

Harold Lloyd awaited.  186

 During the build-up to the release of Love and Deficit, newspapers started to publish 

quotes by employees at SF that hyped Tutta Rolf and her performance. A representative from 

SF commented in AB on the company’s new acquisition. He explained that she was a 

completely new type in Swedish cinema and described her as a “young”, “fresh” and “hurtig” 

personality.  Ivar Johansson, the writer of the Lucky Devils screenplay, praised her as a 187

“Swedish Käthe von Nagy”.  Following the success of Love and Deficit, it was reported that 188

SF aimed to launch Rolf as a new Swedish film ingenue and major star by selling portrait 
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photographs to her fans as well as securing a number of big roles for her.  SF’s aim to 189

launch her as a star turned out to be successful, and the reception of their newest talent 

confirmed this. By the press Rolf was quickly deemed an acquisition for Swedish cinema and 

she was referred to in FJ as ”our newest little movie star”  Following the success of We Who 190

Use the Servants’ Entrance, her position in Swedish cinema reached a new height. She was 

described by FJ as Swedish cinema’s greatest female asset and its best newcomer since Greta 

Garbo.  It was believed by SvD that if a poll was to be conducted on who was the most 191

popular cinema actress in Sweden, Rolf would easily win it.  In 1934, FJ exclaimed that she 192

was: “… probably the greatest name on the Scandinavian cinema-heaven.”  As she quickly 193

became a star, the marketing of her films reflected her stardom. SF published an ad in FJ 

stating that: ”Everyone in Sweden are talking about Tutta Berntzen, our new Swedish movie 

star in Love and Deficit, S.F:s great autumn success.”  As her popularity grew, films starring 194

Rolf were promoted as star vehicles, and set certain expectations of what to expect from her 

performances and the plot of her films. Dear Family was marketed as ”the first Tutta-film of 

the season!,” even though the film co-starred the equally famous Gösta Ekman.  195

5.4.2. Extraordinary/Ordinary 

Tutta Rolf’s stardom was frequently compared to and associated with those of international 

stars. After the success of We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, Rolf was described to be 

amongst the forefront of stars, in line with the greats of American and German cinema.  She 196

was often compared to pan-European actresses. Käthe von Nagy was a popular comparison, 

but she was once even described as being a mix of She was once described as being a mix of 

“Anny Ondra’s crazy effervescence, Dolly Haas’ tomboyishness and naïvety, and Annabella’s 

soft charm plus something that is absolutely and indefinably her own - and voilà, a delightful 

cocktail, that is called Tutta - with capital T.”  This description emphasized her international 197

appeal, but also differentiated her from other stars. The juxtaposition of Rolf with 
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international stars was also evident in a competition in FJ, where the readers could compete to 

win the “Thule-pärlorna” pearl necklace by guessing who the four stars wearing it on the 

photograph are. The four stars were Claudette Colbert, Clara Bow, Joan Crawford and Tutta 

Rolf. By inscribing Rolf amongst the company of popular female stars of Hollywood, the 

juxtaposition further highlights the international qualities of Rolf and her association with the 

glamour of Hollywood, which the three other stars were representing.  198

 In FJ, a star was not a truly a star until gossip and rumors circulated about that 

person.  Already in Tutta Rolf’s first interview with FJ she commented on having met 199

several stars such as Clara Bow and Nancy Carroll during her visit to Hollywood in 1930. She 

was quoted as saying with an ironic smile on her face: “And then I have been to Hollywood 

amongst all the other great movie stars.” She further debunked all the gossip about Clara Bow 

while also expressing a certain discomfort with gossip, as she had heard there was rubbish 

gossip even about such an “insignificant person” as herself.  This article expressed the 200

contradicting notion of stars being both ordinary and extraordinary at the same time. Although 

she tried to emphasize her ordinariness by referring to herself as “insignificant”, whilst 

ironically inscribing herself with Hollywood stars, her association with gossip and Hollywood 

denotes that she was not as ordinary as she wanted to appear. Rumors and gossip about Rolf 

usually regarded potential contracts and roles offered to her, such as the rumor that she would 

play Ophelia in Hamlet and the potential contracts from Hollywood and Germany.  201

 Gossip that could possibly affect Rolf negatively was rarely brought forward by the 

press, except the few times she herself brought it up. In 1933, she did her first interview with 

FJ since Ernst Rolf’s death. In that interview she denied that she had been having an affair 

with the industrialist Torsten Kreuger, brother to the more well-known Ivar Kreuger. This 

rumor had been circulating since Kreuger’s boat sank and a woman, believed to be Rolf, had 

been with him on the boat. She claimed in the interview that she had never seen or heard of 

him before the rumor started appearing. Also, she argued that she had not commented on it 

earlier since she did not have time for any gossip and instead wanted to focus on her work, 

which she valued highly.  Although Rolf commented on the gossip about her and Kreuger, 202
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any mentions of her in relation to him cannot be found in the major newspapers I have 

researched. Kreuger had an incident in the summer of 1931 when his boat sank and a 25-year 

old woman was reported to have had accompanied him on the boat. The woman was 

reportedly a good swimmer who managed to rescue herself and the two dogs from the boat.  203

The rumor that this woman was Rolf may have started since she was known to be a good 

swimmer following the incident when she fell overboard in 1930. 

 Although Rolf at times commented on gossip and rumors in interviews, there were 

seldom any mentions of tragedies or the obstacles that faced her. After the death of Ernst Rolf, 

he was  almost never mentioned in interviews with Tutta Rolf, except at the times her 

breakthrough was described. His death was vaguely mentioned by her in the above-mentioned 

interview with FJ. When asked about the success of We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, she 

replied that she thought of it as something joyful amongst all the sadness.  Neither was her 204

court case against Carl Sigfrid Dahlin ever discussed in interviews. The death of her husband 

and the court case against Dahlin were both highly publicized events in the press. Thus, the 

omission of these events in interviews with her showcases how the private problems of ”the 

real person” Tutta Rolf were being hidden away from the star image constructed by SF, 

magazines and Rolf herself.  

 Articles and interviews on Tutta Rolf in FJ usually reported on her in both private and  

professional environments. Her domestic life and leisure time were extensively described by 

the magazine. Usually, the interviews with Rolf would situate her in a domestic sphere with 

accompanying photographs depicting her in her house, playing with her son, or enjoying 

some leisure time. In the articles, readers could find out that Rolf enjoyed driving, skiing, 

swimming, figure skating and reading.  As such, her leisure time prompted one reporter to 205

write: “…she knows everything one could ask for from a young and successful movie star.”  206

Thus, through the description by FJ, Rolf became an idealized vision of how a Swedish 

movie star should conduct its leisure time. However, fame was described as not having 

affected Rolf’s personality, which was often compared to the playful and likable personalities 

of her film roles.  As a private person, she was described as a capable domestic woman who 207
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conducted her own cooking and went on grocery shopping, for which FJ commented that 

even stars had to do common tasks.  Amongst all this, Rolf as a mother was heavily 208

emphasized in interviews. Her devotion to her son was described and commented on by 

herself and the interviewers. She often complained about how her working schedule 

prevented her from spending time with him during weekdays, which she thought was one of 

the hardest aspects of movie-making.  Thus, although a star, Rolf was inscribed into 209

everyday life routines. She was described as naturalness itself and that she preferred to wear 

practical and simple clothes in private.  Additionally, she stated in an interview that she did 210

not use any perfume or powder, disliked to test clothes and put waves in her hair.   211

 Notwithstanding the emphasis on Tutta Rolf’s naturalness and ordinariness, she was 

inscribed into a consumption culture as other stars also were. Rolf as a glamorous and 

fashionable star was often discussed, and at times elevated by herself. In contrast to the 

naturalness of her off-screen preferences, she often wore glamorous and elaborate dresses in 

her films. Because of her glamorous clothes on-screen, she was described as one of the few 

glamorous stars in Swedish cinema, which resulted in articles that in detail described the 

dresses from her films.  In an interview with FJ, she proudly demonstrated one of her 212

newly-purchased men’ suit from  the fashionable Swedish store Lejamagasinet.  Her interest 213

in cars was also emphasized. She confessed in an interview that she once had participated in a 

car race in Norway, and also proudly exhibited her cars for photographers; first a Nash and 

later her newly purchased Dodge.  Her driving skills were even compared to that of a 214

man.  Furthermore, she was featured in advertisement for the car store Philipssons 215

Automobil, where she was featured posing with her Dodge.  She also opened up her homes 216

to the photographers of FJ who photographed and reported on its interior design.  The 217

photographs of her homes could be seen as part of her status as a star. Since the readers were 

invited to take a look at how one of Sweden’s most famous stars lived, it further demarcated 
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that she lived a completely different and more luxurious life than most of the Swedish 

population in the 1930s.  218

5.4.3. Professional image 

The leisure time and consumption of Tutta Rolf was contrasted with the emphasis on her as a 

professional and hard-working actress in interviews, articles and tidbits. The reporting of her 

professional life often described the plights of film-making. At the start of her cinematic 

career, it was reported that she had to film Love and Deficit and Lucky Devils simultaneously, 

which caused trouble and confusion for her since she had to be blond in one film and black 

haired in the other.  Also, it was reported that she kept a diet of only apples and coffee 219

during the shooting of her films so as to not gain weight.  When asked about the shooting of 220

We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, Rolf complained about having to shoot scenes where she 

was supposed to drown, and therefore had to be in the water for several hours during the 

autumn weather.  More severely, during the shooting of A Quiet Flirt she contracted rubella, 221

which resulted in her having to visit the hospital. Since the actors in the Norwegian version of 

the film had to end shooting on a specific day, she had to travel between the hospital and 

Råsunda for the film to keep its scheduled shooting time. Her co-star in the Norwegian 

version, Aase Bye, complimented Rolf’s work ethic during her illness.   222

 Tutta Rolf’s hectic work schedule and her work ethics were portrayed as key to her 

success. In a profile about Rolf, it was stated that some of the reasons why she had become a 

successful prima donna were because of her hard-work and dedication to her occupation, but 

also her natural talent, which was described to border with geniality in some aspects.  Her 223

full schedule was reported on in FJ. The magazine had a readers’ questions section in every 

edition where one could ask Onkels Post who would answer their questions.  In one 224

question about whether or not Rolf had more leisure time than that of an office girl, he 

detailed Rolf’s working schedule which lasted from 07 AM to around 12.00 PM, where she in 

one day had to fit filming, stage performances, dress fittings, music recording, and rehearsals 
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for film, stage and dance. He further answered the girl: “What do you think an office slave 

would say about a day schedule like that?”.  Thus, a movie star was portrayed as a hard-225

working professional, who to be able to enjoy the fruits of life had to keep a tight schedule 

that was, according to FJ, much more hectic than almost any other occupation. The 

description of the plights of a movie star very much reflected back on the debate surrounding 

cinematic stardom in the 1920s, where commentators warned about idol worship and 

unrealistic dreams of becoming a movie star.  

 Despite the occasional complaints about the plights of being an actress, Tutta Rolf 

frequently reassured that she loved her work and her occupation. Already in her first interview 

with FJ, she stated that she was happy and pleased about her work, but she did admit that she 

thought filming was much more fun than performing in vaudeville shows.  Similarly, when 226

a couple of stars were asked what they would have done if they received one million crowns, 

Rolf answered that no matter how much money she received she would never stop doing what 

she loved to do: working.  Work was even ascribed by her as having a therapeutic effect. 227

Following her husband’s death, she told FJ that she was looking forward to start shooting 

Dear Family, since she thought that returning to work would help her get over the 

circumstances of her situation.  However, she did express concern about her work load 228

when simultaneously filming Auntie’s Millions during the day and performing in Hamlet 

during the night, but she concluded that everything would be fine as long as the audience did 

not get tired of her.  229

 While Tutta Rolf certainly seemed to enjoy working, she was often portrayed as quite 

ambivalent, and even shy, about the attention she generated from fans. In an article in SvD 

titled “Popularitetens förbannelse”, meaning “the curse of popularity”, the newspaper 

described an incident which occurred during a recreational trip to Copenhagen, where she had 

been hunted by 200 autograph hunters who chased her all the way from the beach to her hotel 

in Bellevue.  Regarding autograph hunters, she thought that although it was sweet that the 230

children were interested in her, it could easily get tiresome as they did not leave her alone 
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anywhere.  In an article in FJ about the economical costs of being a movie star, she was 231

described as one of the few stars in Sweden who had reached that certain height of stardom 

where the individual demands for personal freedom seems to decrease. Rolf then further 

argued that what cost her the most being an actress was her private life.   232

 Although being one of the biggest movie stars in Sweden, Tutta Rolf frequently 

flaunted her insecurities in interviews. A common concern which she expressed about her 

upcoming projects was whether or not she would be good enough in them, especially when 

discussing her work at the Vasa Theater. She early on expressed concerns about entering the 

role as a tragedienne in Hamlet. Following the announcement that she would join the 

ensemble at the Vasa Theater, she stated that she probably would act in a English tragedy, but 

that she worried she would not be good enough in the part.  After her debut as a tragedienne 233

when playing Ophelia in Hamlet, she told FJ that she had cried of nervousness just some 

minutes before the opening night.  At times, she also expressed concern about her film 234

work. While describing A Quiet Flirt, she stated that it would turn out to be an elegant film, 

but that she hoped she would be good enough in it.  Thus, she often downplayed her own 235

importance and talent in interviews, which contrasted the extraordinariness of her as a movie 

star. Her insecurities could been seen a result of the lack of formal education which she 

lamented on in a contemporary interview.  236

5.4.4. Youthfulness 

An epithet often used to describe Tutta Rolf was “little Tutta”, which in relation to Ernst Rolf 

could be seen as a contrast to her much larger husband.  After her husband’s demise, she 237

was still mentioned as “little”.  Other words used to describe her physical appearance were 238

“cute” and “näpna”.  Thus, her physical appearance got connected to her youthfulness that 239

at times was described as almost childish. Several comments were made on the fact that Rolf 
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looked more as a sister to her son than a mother.  It seemed that Rolf herself also wanted to 240

preserve the image of her own youthfulness. FJ regularly received questions from readers 

about her age, which Onkels Post answered three times around in 1933. Firstly, he answered 

that Rolf thought of her age as so young that she did not regard it as important enough to talk 

about.  The second time around they answered that Rolf herself stated that her she was 241

twenty-two years old; and then finally for the third time around they answered that she was 

born in 1908.  Thus, in one year her birth date changed from 1911 to 1908, while in reality 242

she was born in 1907. Nevertheless, her youthfulness and childishness were also thought of as 

reflecting her child-like naturalness, which FJ argued that every artist had to preserve.   243

5.4.5. Physical Features 

Two key features in Tutta Rolf’s physical appearance were often singled out: her eyes and her 

mouth. In descriptions of her facial expressions, her big starry eyes and pouting lips were the 

most emphasized physical features.  However, these physical features would turn out to be 244

apt for criticism as it was negatively commented on in reviews and articles. In FJ it 

sarcastically written that she would be fine as Ophelia as long as she stayed away from any 

Norwegian talk, pouting with her mouth and flirting with her big and wide eyes.  Regarding 245

this criticism about her physical appearance, Rolf’s self-awareness shone through in a 

question about what she would like to exchange her Christmas gifts for. She then promptly 

stated that she would like to exchange her gifts for a gift certificate to a beauty institute so that 

they could be able to change her mouth and eyes, which have haunted her in reviews for so 

long. The writer of the article then commented that she said this while pouting her mouth.  246

5.4.6. Norwegianness 

One of the main components of Tutta Rolf that was emphasized was her Norwegianness. 

Already when Ivar Johansson exclaimed that she was a “Swedish Käthe von Nagy”, a reporter 

counter-argued that she may turn out to be a new von Nagy, but since Rolf was Norwegian 
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she should be considered a “Norwegian Käthe”.  Even Rolf herself commented on her 247

Norwegian accent when discussing her character in Lucky Devils. She stated in an interview 

that how a daughter to a Russian man and Spanish woman managed to speak in a Norwegian 

accent was a problem she would leave to the clever cinema audience to figure out by 

themselves.   248

 Onkels Post answered a Norwegian girl who wanted to act in Swedish cinema that she 

had better try her luck back at home, since the only one who managed to get away with a 

Norwegian accent following the emergence of sound cinema was Tutta Rolf, and that was 

because of her cute voice.  On the other hand, SF and Rolf aimed to downplay her 249

Norwegian accent. During the shooting and release of We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, 

SF commented in their promotional material for the film that Rolf was earlier set to star in the 

Norwegian version of the film, but since her Swedish was considered much better than her 

Norwegian at the time, those plans were scrapped.  For one reason or another, her 250

Norwegian seemed to have been deemed good enough when SF casted in the the lead role in 

the Norwegian version of A Quiet Flirt just one year later. However, when performing as 

Ophelia, Rolf expressed that she was having trouble with her Norwegian accent as she 

confessed that one of the main obstacles in portraying the character was that she yet had not 

fully practiced away her accent.  251

 In the midst of promoting her three films of 1932, Tutta Rolf stated that she enjoyed 

her life in Sweden so much that she would never consider moving back to Norway again.  252

Also, one could read about which Swedish Christmas traditions she enjoyed, i.e. mulled wine, 

and which she did not, i.e. dip-in-the-pot.  However, in interviews with Rolf her answers 253

were often written in a mixture of Swedish and Norwegian. Thus, certain Norwegian 

sentences, words and phrases which she used were emphasized.  254

 In 1935, the writer Noche wrote in FJ about different Swedish actresses and what 

Swedish types they embodied in their films. When discussing Tutta Rolf, the writer wondered 

if the Swedes even earned the right to call her “their own,” since she was originally from 

 “Svensk Käthe”, 9.247

 Remo, “Tutta gör någonting”, 5.248
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Norway. He then summarized that it was her Norwegian temper and perkiness that had 

lightened up Swedish cinema, and that, although Sweden gave her the opportunity, she 

managed this opportunity in a way that other Swedish actresses had not succeeded in doing. 

He then promptly thanked her for her contribution to Swedish cinema, and predicted that her 

absence from Swedish cinema following her trip to Hollywood would be greatly 

noticeable.  255

5.5. Hollywood 
After Tutta Rolf’s debut in Swedish cinema, her success story appeared to only have one 

logical outcome: Hollywood.  Her first visit to Hollywood had occurred in early 1930, when 256

she had visited the Paramount lot to shoot scenes for the Scandinavian version of Paramount 

on Parade. Following her debut in Swedish cinema there were a lot of rumors about a 

potential contract with Hollywood. Already in 1932, when comedian Harold Lloyd visited 

Stockholm, he had seen her in both Out in the Blue and in a preview of We Who Use the 

Servants’ Entrance, which lead him to want to sign a contract with Rolf.  In September 257

1933, Rolf received an offer from Fox Film Corporation, but because of her contract with SF 

she had to stay in Sweden until at least the end of 1934.  There were also rumors about 258

potential contracts being offered from Berlin and London.  In the meantime, Fox Film 259

produced their own American adaptation of We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, namely 

Servants’ Entrance (Frank Lloyd, 1934), but with one of the company’s leading ladies, Janet 

Gaynor, starring in the role that Rolf had originally played. 

  In early 1934, it was officially announced that Tutta Rolf had signed a contract with 

Fox Film Corporation.  The months leading up to her journey to Hollywood were filled with 260

publicity surrounding Rolf and her preparations. Almost weekly the readers of FJ could read 

about it. In an article about her contract, FJ goes into detail about what she can and cannot do 

according to Fox Film. The article’s writer pointed out that some of the paragraphs, such as 

that she may have to go through cosmetic surgery and that she has to live a virtuous life, 

would be of no consequence for Rolf since she already was such a beauty and already lived a 

 Noche, “Våra egna - en karakteristik”, Filmjournalen no. 1 (1935): 29.255
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virtuous life. Also, there was a two-page spread that contained sketches and meticulously 

described the wardrobe that Rolf would bring with her to Hollywood.   261

 On January 2, 1935, Tutta Rolf left Sweden for Hollywood. At Stockholm’s train 

station, Rolf was greeted by friends, fans and colleagues who wanted to say goodbye to her.  262

Her departure was documented in Weekly revue 1935-01-07 (Veckorevy 1935-01-07, Svensk 

Filmindustri, 1932), which SF aired prior to their films at Swedish cinemas. In the clip 

depicting her departure, Rolf said farewell to Råsunda, Karin Swanström, Stellan Claësson 

and Gustaf Molander. She stated in the clip that she hoped that would be welcome back to 

Sweden when her study trip to Hollywood was over. After she had left for Hollywood, it was 

discussed in FJ who would succeed Rolf as the leading lady of Swedish cinema. FJ 

considered Birgit Rosengren, Birgit Tengroth and Ingrid Bergman as potential successors.  263

While in Hollywood, FJ continued to extensively report about her tenure over there. They 

heavily speculated about what film would be her American debut. Before her departure, it was 

rumored that Karl Gerhard would prepare a screenplay that she could bring to Hollywood.  264

Then it seemed like Gösta Stevens would write a synopsis for a potential screenplay that he 

would send to Hollywood.  Also, it was rumored that she would star in Thunder in the Night 265

(George Archainbaud, 1935).  In the end it was announced that she was set to star in 266

Dressed to Thrill (Harry Lachman, 1935) opposite notable actor Clive Brook. 

 The numerous articles in FJ, which described Tutta Rolf’s new life in Hollywood, 

often depicted her as enjoying a sunny and happy life in her new home. The description 

echoed that of how FJ had described her life in Sweden. Photographs and depictions of her 

leisure time was intertwined with admiration for her rigorous schedule and preparations at the 

studio lot.  Since Rolf would play a double role in Dressed to Thrill as both the French 267

Colette DuBois and Russian Nadia Petrova, she not only had to practice her English, but also 

had to learn how to speak the language in both French and Russian accents.  It was also 268

reported that Rolf had been immediately successful in charming the people of Hollywood. 

Her popularity was attributed to the fact that she did not show any signs of diva 
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mannerisms.  However, her time in Hollywood also showcases how FJ decidedly did not 269

report anything negative in Rolf’s life. In his own account, the future actor and director Hasse 

Ekman, son to Gösta Ekman, was madly in love with her and followed her to Hollywood, 

where he  had caused such a scene at Rolf’s home that she had a nervous breakdown on set. 

This event prompted Fox Film to hire two detectives who followed Ekman to make sure that 

he did not trouble the company’s new star any longer.  Leonard Clairmont, the Hollywood 270

correspondent of FJ, recounted these events in his memoir.  Thus, Clairmont knew about the 271

personal troubles in Rolf’s life. This is evidence that FJ had no interest in wanting to 

scandalize her reputation in the press, since he was responsible for most of the articles about 

Rolf during her time in Hollywood. 

 Prior to the film's release, there were no signs of failure in the articles by 

Filmjournalen. However, on October 8, 1935, Dressed to Thrill was released. The film, a 

confusion comedy, required Tutta Rolf to play the French humble dressmaker Colette DuBois 

who poses as the Russian singer Nadia Petrova. The film flopped in the U.S., which became 

heavily reported on in Swedish newspapers. In FJ, the film was said to have received a 

negative reception following a preview, but that Rolf had earned good notice for her 

performance in the film. Additionally, it was reported that she had signed a new one-year 

contract.  Nevertheless, Rolf left Hollywood in early 1936 to travel to London to marry her 272

husband, then later returned back to Sweden. According to Rolf, she had energetically tried to 

get herself out of the contract, which she managed in 1936.  273

 There were several reasons for which Tutta Rolf did not succeed in Hollywood. 

Shortly after her arrival in Hollywood, Fox Film Corporation merged with 20th Century and 

became 20th Century Fox. The new boss, Darryl Z. Zanuck, was not as enthusiastic about her 

as Winfield Sheehan, who had scouted her, was.  Instead, the company prioritized their 274

American actresses such as Alice Faye, Janet Gaynor and Shirley Temple. Before Rolf’s 

arrival to Hollywood, German film star Lilian Harvey had also been contracted to Fox Film, 

but decided to leave Hollywood for similar reasons caused by disappointing films and role 

offers.  By Rolf’s own account, she was dissatisfied with the way the company had tried to 275
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transform her into a “vamp” of the same caliber as Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich.  This 276

was a type of character that did not suit the pattern of the modern young woman roles which 

she had played and became famous for in her Swedish films. 

 Tutta Rolf’s complaints are similar to those put forward by Isa Miranda, who also 

stated that she did not like the way Hollywood tried to typecast her as a new Dietrich.  277

Although, this could very well relate to the notion of European stars having personalities, 

while Hollywood stars had looks that the studios could easily mold. Rolf’s own reflections on 

her Swedish career later in life complicates this view. In a radio interview from the 1980s, 

Rolf complained that she was typecast in her Swedish films and was always expected to do 

similar things in all her films.  Almost prophetically, she stated several decades earlier to FJ 278

that she thought it was of importance to her to try and play a variety of genres and roles, 

otherwise she believed that one day she would tire of playing the same thing constantly.  279

Thus, her dissatisfaction with typecasting was prevalent in her critique against how both 

Swedish and American cinema industries managed their actors and actresses.  
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6. Conclusion 
The star image of Tutta Rolf was constructed over time and in it were contradicting meanings. 

As a star of Ernst Rolf’s vaudeville productions, she already had an in-build image when 

making her cinematic debut for SF. During her career as a vaudeville star, she had risen to 

fame as the prima donna of her husband’s show, and as a competent performer in her own 

right. Although she was described as having some agency in the creation of her image during 

her career in Norway, Ernst Rolf got inscribed as playing an important part in her image-

making during her ascent to stardom in Sweden. During her time in his vaudeville shows, she 

transformed her image from a “chubby” girl into that of a slender young woman. Critics 

consequently took notice in Ernst Rolf’s vaudeville show of 1930 by describing her Atlantic 

incident as a ”bath of renewal”, which they likened to the story of Venus. As such, one could 

say that Rolf rose from the foams of the sea waves and was reborn as the goddess of love. 

 When Tutta Rolf transferred from stage to screen, SF already had a finished star 

“product” on their pay-roll. As she was already famous, she barely needed any introduction 

when FJ first conducted an interview with her. Through her vaudeville performances, she was 

also known for her singing and dancing, which would show itself to be a vital marketing tool 

by using her as a record artist. As a consequence, all of her films from 1932 to 1935 included 

her singing film hits, which were often sentimental, but optimistic, love songs. After the 

successes of Love and Deficit and We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance, Rolf was a film star. 

She was popular with the audiences, the critics adored her, FJ covered her extensively and SF 

rapidly promoted her to leading lady status.  

 The film that would become archetypal for most of the films of Tutta Rolf was We Who 

Use the Servants’ Entrance. The film introduced several elements that would become 

important for her films, as well as for her star image. Preferably, a film with Rolf was directed 

by Gustaf Molander, with a screenplay by Gösta Stevens and with music composed by Jules 

Sylvain. Her films were often staged in elegant environments and were described as sober 

comedies by critics. Thus, they were in line with the overall choices of material for SF as 

most often chosen by Stellan Claësson and Karin Swanström. The characters played by Rolf 

were modern young women belonging to the upper-middle class, who at times needed to 

mask themselves as different personas. In We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance and Under 
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False Flag her characters passed as working-class women, while in A Quiet Flirt and Dear 

Family her characters disguised themselves first as a vaudeville performer and then a club 

singer to reach their goals. Her characters were also shown as being involved in different 

kinds of sports: swimming, skiing and tennis. Thus, as stated in We Who Use the Servants’ 

Entrance about her character, she was the ideal of a young modern woman. Furthermore, her 

characters were often elegantly dressed, either in chic daywear or in elaborate evening gowns. 

In this respect, only one role can truly be seen as an exception, namely Auntie’s Millions, 

where she played a much more subdued bourgeoisie woman.  

 It is in the publicity of Tutta Rolf where one can sense how her star image was 

negotiating between dichotomies such as ordinary/extraordinary and Swedish stardom/

International stardom. As said, Rolf was described as a modern and young woman who 

enjoyed spending her leisure time with different kinds of sport activities. Her physical 

appearance was described as “naturalness itself”, but she was also situated within a more 

traditional sphere by showcasing her as a mother with domestic tasks. Furthermore, the way 

she downplayed her own significance showcased how she attempted to be portrayed as a 

ordinary person. On the other hand, publicity and promotion surrounding Rolf also showcased 

her as an extraordinary person and as a famous star who lived a life that could not be attained 

by the majority of the Swedish population. She became situated within consumption culture 

through interviews and advertisements that associated her with cars, fashion and fashionable 

homes. Even the films emphasized this through elaborate dresses and  her upper-middle class 

characters as well. Also, one could argue that her association with Gösta Ekman and Ernst 

Rolf, two larger-than-life personalities, further elevated her extraordinariness. It is tempting to 

discuss the ways the roles played by Rolf allowed her to portray the dichotomy of 

extraordinary/ordinary. As Helga Breder in We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance and Margot 

Hammar in Under False Flagg, Rolf was able to similarly be an extraordinary, affluent and 

glamorous woman, whilst simultaneously being able to perform ordinariness as a regular 

working-class girl.  

 Regarding the dichotomy of the international and Swedish qualities of the image Tutta 

Rolf, there exist several layers to explore. Swedish stars have often been perceived as 

opposite to their Hollywood counterparts, emphasizing soul instead of skin, and ordinariness 

instead of glamour and excessiveness. The image of Rolf had to negotiate between these 
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counterparts. As previously stated, her ordinariness was emphasized, but so was Rolf as a 

professional actress. Publicity often emphasized Rolf as a hard-working actress with a 

rigorous schedule, which did not portray her occupation as a movie star as something 

luxurious and easy. However, in contrast to the image of the most popular male actor in 

Sweden during the time, Edvard Persson, the star image of Rolf was embedded with many of 

the qualities that were usually associated with Hollywood stars.  

 First of all, she was frequently and already from the beginning of her film career 

compared to pan-European stars, most prominently to Käthe von Nagy, and many critics 

emphasized her international qualities. By setting her in an elegant environment throughout 

her films, she was also able to be more glamorous than other Swedish female stars at the time. 

When she got contracted to Fox Film, articles in FJ emphasized the fashionable dresses she 

would bring to Hollywood, but also reaffirmed the moral qualities of Rolf as a down-to-earth 

woman. Thus, her star image both appealed to the ordinariness and commonness of Swedish 

stardom, but also the glamour of Hollywood stardom. When she returned from the U.S. after 

her contract with Fox Film was terminated, she complained that Hollywood had tried to 

typecast her as a vamp in the same sense as Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich. In this matter, 

she related to the notion of European stardom emphasizing personalities, while Hollywood 

stardom emphasized looks. Nevertheless, the understanding of the contrast between these two 

types of stardom becomes more complicated when looking at Rolf’s retrospective comments, 

where she complained about being forced to do the same thing in all her films. Thus, Rolf’s 

comments indicated that the Swedish cinema industry may have shared a similar way of 

casting their stars as in Hollywood, i.e. typecasting. 

 The question of the Swedishness of Tutta Rolf was a problematic topic in her star image 

from the beginning. As a Norwegian by birth, the star image of Rolf had to convince the 

audience that, though originally Norwegian, she had become a Swede, which was a main 

feature of the promotion of her star image. Rolf, SF and the press reassured the audience 

through publicity and promotion that Rolf had become more of a Swede than she was 

Norwegian. She could not speak Norwegian fluently anymore and she stated that she did not 

want to move back to her native country. Most remarkable is that in the first two films she 

shot, Love and Deficit and Lucky Devils, she played a Norwegian girl and a daughter to a 

Russian man and Spanish woman respectively, but after her first true leading lady role in We 
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Who Use the Servants’ Entrance she was almost never cast for any part where her nationality 

could be perceived as ambiguous, which underlined the strategy of SF to assimilate her as a 

Swede. It should be noted that for her last film Whalers she was cast as a Norwegian, but as it 

does not fit in within the specified time frame, my previous argument still holds true. 

 The tensions of Tutta Rolf-as-a-star and Tutta Rolf-as-a-person became mostly evident 

when she stepped into the world of theater. At first, in operettas and comedies she played on 

her strengths, but the decision of Gösta Ekman to cast her as Ophelia in Hamlet came to much 

surprise for many, and to much anxiety for her. As an unproven tragedienne, Rolf often 

lamented her insecurities to the press about whether she would be good or not in her 

performances. However, theater critics approved of Rolf’s portrayal of Ophelia, but 

complaints started to appear about some of her physical features and voice. While acceptable 

for the silver screen, her Norwegian accent, pouting mouth and big eyes became irritating 

factors for the critics as she continued her stay at the Vasa Theater. In fact, none of her stage 

roles after Hamlet gave her much acclaim. Additionally, neither did her performance in the 

film adaptation of Swedenhielms give her any positive remarks. Since the film was based on a 

play by prestigious playwright Hjalmar Bergman, one could sense that critics thought that 

Rolf was out of her element when playing dramatic roles or trying to be a character actress. 

 As I have told the story of Tutta Rolf, I have managed to identify her story as the story 

of a star. The star image of Tutta Rolf was then constructed by many means. She herself had 

some agency on her part as feeding interviews with quotes and inviting journalists to her 

home. Furthermore, FJ actively tried to promote Rolf as the leading lady of Swedish cinema. 

Also, by omitting all personal problems of Rolf in the press, they contributed to the image of 

her as a modern and young star with few personal worries. SF promoted her extensively as 

their new leading lady in the beginning of the 1930s. They cast her in several heavy roles, 

while also carefully selecting roles for her that would emphasize her as modern, fashionable 

and Swedish. Furthermore, the star-director collaboration between Rolf and Gustaf Molander 

successfully created a continuity in her on-screen star image. Her stage career however 

managed to inflict new meanings and tensions into her image, while it also had to negotiate 

between the dichotomies of ordinary/extraordinary, Swedish/International and Swedish/

Norwegian. It is also very possible to consider Rolf’s Norwegianness and the international 

qualities ascribed to her as elevating her extraordinariness. As a foreigner she was not 
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“completely” Swedish and could therefore not completely conform to the notion of 

ordinariness as the other Swedish stars of the period did.  

 As stated in my introduction, there were two topics I hoped I would be able to address 

in my thesis. Regarding Hollywood stardom versus European stardom, one can sense that 

Swedish 1930s cinema tried to emulate some parts of the glamour and typecasting of 

Hollywood stardom, but at the same time attempted to stay rooted in the ordinariness and 

commonness of Swedish stardom. As I have only conducted research on one star it is 

impossible to say if this counts for more than Rolf, but still it supports for instance Gunnar 

Iversen’s notion of European stardom. Regarding a potential Swedish star system, I have only 

been able to touch upon the surface. What I have detected is that SF seemed to have 

strategically marketed Rolf as a star, and through their contract with her managed to find a 

continuity in her star image. Also, as in the case of Rolf, her image was developed between 

the movement between the stage and the screen, which was similar to how the star images of 

French stars were developed. Therefore, one could state that a star system did exist in 

Sweden. Some differences between Hollywood and Swedish star system can be detected such 

as the emphasis on ordinariness and the movement of Rolf between stage and screen, but the 

organization. However, how different the organization by production companies was from the 

Hollywood star system is too much of a complicated and extensive topic to be fully covered 

in my thesis.  

 Through my basic research on Tutta Rolf, I have discovered topics that could be 

interesting for future research. First of all, a more extensive and detailed research on Rolf and 

her career could be conducted. In research of a larger scope, one could investigate her whole 

career, but also analyze Rolf as a transnational star through her being a Norwegian working in 

Sweden, who was also later exported to Hollywood. Furthermore, during my research it has 

come to my attention that Tutta Rolf and Ingrid Bergman played the same character, Julia 

Swedenhielm, in Swedenhielms and Dollars respectively. Hence, a comparative analysis of 

how the images of stars can potentially influence characterization may be deployed in this 

case. A larger research project that would be of interest is to analyze two of the largest 

production companies in Sweden at the time, SF and Europa Film, and their politics towards 

their actors. Thus, it would be possible to further investigate the issue of  Swedish national 

stardom and its star system. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Abbreviations 

AB Aftonbladet 

DN Dagens Nyheter 

FJ Filmjournalen 

NDA Nya Dagligt Allehanda 

SF Svensk Filmindustri 

SFI Svenska Filminstitutet 

St-T Stockholms-Tidningen 

SvD Svenska Dagbladet 
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Appendix 2 - Estimated Audience Figures 
Estimated audience is derived from Leif Furhammar’s Stockholmpublikens Biopreferens 

under 1930-talet: en undersökningsrapport av Leif Furhammar where he has created a 

method for how to estimate the Stockholm audience for 1930s films. These numbers are from 

pages 32-43 in aforementioned book. As a comparison I have also included the number for the 

most seen Swedish film of the seasons when Tutta Rolf starred in films. Tutta Rolf’s films 

will be in the left and the highest grossing film will be in the right.  

Film Title Estimated 
Audience

Film Title Estimated 
Audience

1932/33. Love and Deficit 150K 1932/33. We Who Use the 
Servant’s Entrance

310K

1932/33. We Who Use the 
Servant’s Entrance

310K

1932/33. Lucky Devils 110K

1933/34. Dear Family 220K 1933/34. Karl Fredrik 
Reigns

225K

1933/34. A Quiet Flirt 160K

1934/35. Auntie’s Millions 195K 1934/35. Bachelor Daddy 235K

1934/35. Swedenhielms 195K

1935/36. Under False Flagg 150K 1935/36. Adolf, 
Conscientious Objector

285K
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Filmography 
The Adventure (Äventyret, Per-Axel Branner, 1936) 

Auntie’s Millions (Fasters millioner, Gustaf Molander, 1934) 

The Big Love (Den stora kärleken, Anders Henrikson, 1938) 

Dear Family (Kära släkten, Gustaf Molander, 1933) 

Dollars (Dollar, Gustaf Molander, 1938) 

Dressed to Thrill (Harry Lachman, 1935)

Love and Deficit (Kärlek och Kassabrist, Gustaf Molander, 1932) 

Lucky Devils (Lyckans gullgossar, Sigurd Wallén and Ivar Johansson, 1932) 

A Man with Heart (Ein mann mit Herz, Geza von Bolvary, 1932) 

Paramount on Parade (Dorothy Arzner et. al., 1930) 

A Pleasant Change (Ombyte förnöjer, Gustaf Molander, 1939) 

A Quiet Flirt (En stilla flirt, Gustaf Molander, 1934) 

Rhythm in the Air (Arthur B. Woods, 1936) 

Sara Learns a Lesson (Sara lär sig folkvett, Gustaf Molander, 1937) 

Servants’ Entrance (Frank Lloyd, 1934) 

Swedenhielms (Gustaf Molander, 1935) 

Thunder in the Night (George Archainbaud, 1935) 

Under False Flag (Under Falsk Flagg, Gustaf Molander, 1935) 

Weekly revue 1935-01-07 (Veckorevy 1935-01-07, Svensk Filmindustri, 1932) 

We Who Use the Servants’ Entrance (Vi som går köksvägen, Gustaf Molander, 1932)

Whalers (Valfångare, Anders Henrikson and Tancred Ibsen, 1939) 
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Stage Productions 
The Air Express (Luftexpressen, Gösta Stevens, 1933, Provincial Tour) 

Almost a Honeymoon (Nästan gifta, Gösta Ekman, 1934, The Vasa Theater) 

The Bank (Banken, Hjalmar Peters, 1933, The Vasa Theater) 

Fair and Warmer (Gröna hissen, Gösta Ekman, 1933, The Vasa Theater) 

Gastein (1933, The Dagmar Theater) 

Hamlet (Per Lindberg, 1934, The Vasa Theater) 

London City (Gunnar Olsson, 1934, The Vasa Theater) 

Men in White (Män i vitt, Per Lindberg, 1934, The Vasa Theater) 

The Rolf Express - Out in the blue (Rolfexpressen - Ut I det blå!, 1932, The Odéon Theater) 

Rolf’s Vaudeville show by Karl-Gerhard (Rolfs revy av Karl-Gerhard, 1931, The China 

Theater) 

Rolf’s vaudeville show of 1928 (Rolfrevyn 1928, 1928, The Cirkus Theater) 

Rolf’s vaudeville show of 1929 (Rolfrevyn 1929, 1929, The China Theater) 

Rolf’s Vaudeville show of 1930 (Rolfrevyn 1930, 1930, The China Theater) 

The White Horse Inn (Vita Hästen, A.W. Sandberg, 1932, The Vasa Theater) 
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